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THE NEW BORDERLANDS HISTORY:
A CRITIQUE

RALPH H. VIGIL

As

RECENTLY as 1940 Mexican-Americans were called "forgotten people."l By 1966 they had become "forgotten Americans,"2
but still were little known outside of the Southwest. Then feature
articles describing this formerly invisible minority were published
in magazines such as Time and Newsweek. 3 More recently, the
intellectual respectability of studying Mexican-American literature was'signaled by John Womack, Jr.'s review article on G:hicanos, Chicanisino, and the peculiar and obscure history of .this
'
ethnic group. 4
The' recent viSibility of Mexican-Ameiicans is undoubtedly
due' to the increased political awareness of this ethnic 'group
which began during and' after World War II. Marked initially
by the desire to bring about "full and equal rights for MeXid*nAmericans" and concentrating upon such concrete problems', as
police brutality, 'segregated schools, and unfair labor practices,
political activity placed little if any stress on a distinctive "Mexican culture."5 This is no longer the case, and in recent years the
idea of the role Mexican-Americans should play in American
politics and life has come fa' preoccupy a significant number of
the .Spanish-speaking. "Mexican culture" 'has thus become a
major concern of the Chicano movement an<;l its ideology. Although the ideology varies from region to region in the Southwest, and probably no' two individuals would or could agree on
all of its various aims, generally speaking it may be stated that
it is concerned with constructing "a new image for MexicanAmericans" and ending the cultural suppression which it claims
continues in to the present, particularly in the schools. 6

~,

'.

,

'.!
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In this attempt to create a new image, Chicano activists have
rejected older terms like "Spanish American" and "Latin American" and have promoted the development of ethnic studies programs and literature and drama that focus on "giving Chicano
college students a new conception of their past and present."7
However, the new image projected by Chicanos has not been
shaped by serious study of the past. This requires explanation,
and it is my purpose to explain, at least in part, why the myth of
the Mexican-American past created by "regular Americans" has
been discarded by a significant number of Mexican-Americans
and replaced by the doctrine of AztIan. Hopefully, readers of
what follows will take the remarks ventured not as a complaint,
but as a plea for the need to study Mexican-American history and
culture in greater detail.
If Chicano studies have any purpose other than demonstrating
that the melting-pot theory of United States history has been
fragmented, it is that of correcting continuous misrepresentation,
partial truths, and a general ignorance of Mexican-American experience to be found in much of the literature dealing with this
minority group. This can only be done by placing MexicanAmerican culture in historical perspective. Hopefully the result
will be serious research relating to the concerns of today's Chicanos without violating the canons of historical scholarship. Increased knowledge of this minority group will clarify the cloudy
and threatening present in "Anglo-Hispano" relations and make
possible an honest appraisal of what it means to be an American
today in the Southwest, whether one is "Anglo" or "Hispano."
The attempt to create a sense of identity for Mexican-Americans by the assumption of a common history, culture, and ethnic
background ignores the fact that Mexican and Mexican-American culture is heterogeneous and regional. All too often the result is a homogeneous treatment of Mexican-Americans, by themselves and others, which demonstrates an intense but simplistic
concern for defining the "Chicano character." By operating in the
"vacuum of the present" this borders on narcissism in its treatment of "culture." The impulse toward a homogeneous treatment
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of the Mexican-American arose, in part, from sympathy for the
predominantly Mexican-American farm workers led by Cesar
Chavez. 8 La hue1ga, which· began in 1965, slowly grew into 1a
causa and symbolically became not just a protest against working
conditions but part of the wider aspirations of the nation's
Mexican-Americans by 1969.9
A good example of this trend in the New Borderlands History
is the statement called £1 Plan de Aztlan, adopted in 1969 by the
first national Chicano Youth Liberation Conference held in
Denver. The Plan states that the Southwest is the original home
of the ancient Aztecs, asserts that the Chicano inhabitants and
civilizers of the northern land of Aztlan may reclaim the land by
right of original possession, and declares the independence of a
mestizo nation which consists of a bronze people. with a bronze
culture "conscious not only of its proud historical heritage, but
also of the brutal 'gringo' invasion of [its] territories."l0 This
indigenismo theory of lost rights, with its corollary of the idea of
an Anglo-Saxon yoke, is found in one form or another in other
recent writings on the Mexican-Americans of the Southwest. In
its main outlines it runs as follows: Long ago the Aztecs and
other Indians had ancient kingdoms with· common lands. In spite
of the Spanish Conquest; the idea of Indian communal lands prevailed, and the "viceroy of New Spain perpetuated the ancient
Indian way of holding land in common by their communal land
grants to whole villages in New Mexico."ll The Hispano villagers, primarily "men and women recruited from the barrios of
Mexican Indians and African slaves,"12 thought of the land as did
their Indian ancestors, built pueblos "more like those of the
Indians than the grandiloquent style of baroque Spain,"13 ~md
elected mayors and common councils in every vilIage. 14 Each
village of the Southwest also had a patr6n known as El Jefe, the
Chief. He ruled by the consensus of the villagers, and was "probably like an Aztec lord or Apache chief."15
Even today, continues the argument, these Indian ways survive. For example, Reies Tijerina, former migrant farm worker,
Pentecostal minister, and organizer of the· New Mexico land
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grant claimants, is credited with "a remarkably calm belief in the
inevitable cycles of life that is strangly Indian."16 Stan Steiner
claims that Los Angeles barrio youths still "philosophize about
bygone Aztec kingdoms and utopias of brown power." Brown
power is identified as cultural nationalism and "those values that
were inherent in the Indians of ancient Mexico."17 The Indians
of Mexico had a perfect society without poverty, worked only
forty-five days during the year, and there was no "progress" until
the white man arrived. IS Moreover, these people with "Spanish
names, Mejicano accents, and Indian hearts" still retain their own
culture, and the language of La Raza proves this. In fact, the
Chicano child is no longer bilingual; he is trilingual! And he
speaks, as does the pachuco/9 in a language "which combines the
Castilian Spanish of the Conquistadores and the frontier Americanisms of English with the ancient and modern languages of
the Indians of Mexico and the Southwest."2o In short, indigenous
cultures of Mexico and the United States have contributed immensely "in the areas of language, art, religion, and lifestyles and
customs with, for example, the traditions of tribal unity and of
personal sacrifice for the good of the group very attractive [sic]
to many Chicanos."21 Moreover, Mexican-Americans still believe
in their legends of the exodus of the Aztecs, and "'the promised
land' of the exodus of the modern migrants is really the homeland
of their ancestors."22 In fact, the culture of Mexican migrants "is
nothing but [the] Aztec heritage of migrations, mechanized,"23
and the migration north from Mexico "might be. described as the
return of the Indian Mexican to the area of his origins-AztIan,
the mythical homeland of the Aztecs."24

is the theory. As· an historical account of the MexicanAmerican people of the Southwest it leaves much to be desired. It
ignores the Spanish tradition dating back at least to the conquest
by Hernan Cortes, the separate colonizations of various regions of
the Southwest by people who carne north from Mexico, and the
very real fact that "there were important differences between the
SUCH
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northern frontier and the more developed parts of the ,Spanish
colony."25 It also replaces one myth by another. Negative stereotypes are replaced by positive stereotypes, and the Chicano in all
of these versions "emerges in an all too angelic light, depicted in
verbal hues unrecognizable to students of human nature."26
At this point it may be asked whether it is appropriate to
judge the first national Chicano Youth Liberation Conference's
Plan de Aztlan by strict historical canons. The question of the
role of myths in the creation of a nation or in the creation of
group-consciousness may also be raised. Why should Chicano
activists and those who reproduce their beliefs be censured for
promoting mythology when statements bordering on the mythological or worse have been promulgated by individuals or civic
groups defending the ideological norms of Anglo-American life
and its westward progress?
The obvious answer to the above questions is that whenever
myths cease to be spiritually uplifting or mere fantasies and become a vehicle for creating a people, a language, and a homeland
within the already existing state, or cultural and economic independence based on the hatred of "Amerika,"27 or the salvation of
the country "whether it wants it or not,"28 they have become
something other than dreams offering solace to the poor in spirit.
As Ronald Hilton has observed, every unhappy people creates
myths of past glories. These may be the Garden of Eden, a pastoral Arcadia, Zion, a Wagnerian Valhalla, or Aztlan, "a Mexican
Elysium where peace and justice reigned." However, when the
idea that the terrestial paradise can be resurrected by violence or
secession is promoted by true believers, then it is no longer a
matter of garbled scholarship or daffy propaganda. It becomes "a
dangerous phenomenon which goes largely unchecked because of
a disregard for history, especially intellectual history. Far from
being irrelevant, as is alleged," that discipline could serve to avoid
courses of action based on' fantasies."29
The Mexican-American myth described above, with its distortions of the Mexican-American reality and origins, is understandable as a reaction to the failure of social scientists to provide
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the historical roots of what has been called the "Mexican Problem" in the Southwest. so However, by definition, a myth is contrary to fact, i.e., incorrect, and no less dangerous than other
messianic visions of the past to which history bears witness. To
begin with, historians ignored or negatively stereotyped the
Mexican-Americans. A good example of treating the MexicanAmerican as "the invisible man" is John A. Garraty's popular The
American Nation, A History of the United States. 31 Garraty does
an excellent job when he discusses the American black popula~
tion or the Native American population, but his remarks on
Mexican-Americans are confined to relations between the United
States and Mexico. The typical example of the negative stereotype in historical material dealing with Mexican-Americans is
H. 1. Priestly's The Coming of the White Man, 1492-1848.32
Priestly described the colonial population of New Mexico as consisting of a "handful of Indians, half-breeds and mulattoes, led by
a few civilians, missionaries and soldiers." He also notes that in
the seventeenth century there were numerous trials for "worldly
offenses, especially bigamy, for it was then, as now, a low-caste
New Mexican practice to leave one's encumbering mate behind
when faring forth to new fields."ss
Second, most books written about Mexican-Americans deal
with sociological, anthropological, or literary themes, but fail to
provide historical orientation. Perhaps the best example of a
sociological work lacking historical perspective is The MexicanAmerican People by Leo Grebler, et aJ.34 This work, hailed by
Norval D. Glenn as "a landmark publication,"35 has been correctly assessed by Professor Rodolfo Alvarez as a work that "basically treats the Mexican-American people as if they had no special
historical place on the land they occupy, despite the obvious and
important identity producing links between populations and the
land they live on."S6 Mexicans and Mexican-Americans in American literature are exhaustively studied by Cecil Robinson in
With the Ears of Strangers, The Mexican in American Literature. 37 His work, however, in spite of being historically oriented,
is not an historical study. Like Americo Paredes' "With His Pistol
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in His Hand," A Border Ballad and Its Hero, it is based on
literature and legend. 3s William Madsen's The Mexican-Americans .of South T exas39 is an excellent regional study in cultural
anthropology, but the title is unfortunate and little attention is
given to the historical development of Hidalgo County in Spanish
and Mexican times.
Third, historical works are often ambivalent in their treatment
of Mexican-Americans. The classic example of ambivalence is
Hubert Howe Bancroft. He was an apologist for the AngloSaxon takeover of California, yet firmly believed that the Californios were wronged. He sets forth his views in his sevenvolume History of California,40 and most explicitly in a passage in
his book, Essays and Miscellany.41 Here he combines sympathy
for the oppressed Californios with a Social Darwinist acceptance
of their inherent inability to compete with the Anglos.
Next to the English speaking population in California, in early days,
were the Spanish speaking D:ative Californians, Mexicans and
South Americans. But these too . . . were not destined to remain
permanently, nor to any great extent to mix their blood with that
of fresher arrivals from Europe, and from the eastern 'United States,
in the engendering of this new nation. The new comers were too
shrewd for them, too unscrupulous. They beat them at monte, they
surpassed them at cattle-stealing, at whiskey-drinking; swindled
them out of their lands, seduced their wives and daughters, and
played mischief generally. They were a wicked lot. Harassed and
chagrined, many of these children of the Latin race gave the land
over to the Philistines, and departed for countries where wits were
tamer and early rising unfashionable.

Of all historical works dealing with Mexican-Americans, Carey
McWilliams' North from Mexico: the Spanish-Speaking People
of the United States, first published in 1949, has been the most
influential. Its enduring interest is confirmed by a recent reprinting (1968) with a new introduction and its widespread use as a
text in college classrooms. That McWilliams' book has also appealed to a Mexican audience is attested by Lya Cardoza's 1968
Spanish translation of the work, which appeared as Al Norte de
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Mexico: el con~icto entre "anglos" e "hispanos."42 The bulk of
the literature on Mexican-Americans continues to rely on him.
Perhaps the best example of this is Octavio Ignacio Romano-v.'s
citing of McWilliams to prove that studies of Mexican-Americans
by various social scientists are historically distorted, and that the
. actual history of Mexican-Americans reveals "seemingly endless
decades of labor conflict . . . which involved literally tens of
thousands of people of Mexican descent and which at one time
spread to eight different states in the nation."43
There is no doubt that McWilliams' brilliant general history,
which treats of the Spanish-speaking people's "origins and ordeals, their struggles and experiences" in the Southwest, places
the story of this minority in true historical perspective. Thus
McWilliams correctly notes that, unlike other minorities, Mexican-Americans were annexed by conquest and were here first. 44
But in spite of McWilliams' highly readable and vigorous prose,
this synthetic study, which organizes, clarifies, and condenses
centuries of history into comprehensible form, has many faults.
Its most obvious weakness is lack of primary sources and poor
documentation. McWilliams also commits errors of historical fact
and interpretation. 45
McWilliams confuses the historical significance of the cinco de
mayo, the celebration of the defeat of the French at Puebla on
May 5, 1862, by describing the struggle against French imperialism as a war against "grandee landowners who threatened
to suck [Mexico] dry."46 He incorrectly asserts that the 1848
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ending the Mexican War attempted to safeguard cultural autonomy and guaranteed "any
form of bilingualism" for the Mexicans under the jurisdiction of
the United States. 4'l' This is not to be found in the treaty, nor can
a careful reading of the document of 1848 justify even an implicit assumption that this was an American concern. In 1848 the
United States government was intent on protecting property
rights of Mexicans and giving those people incorporated into the
Union "all the rights of citizens of the United States according to
the principles of the Constitution."48
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Space does not permit detailing all of McWilliams' ,errors, but
it can be noted that he attributes the advanced mining methods
of colonial Mexico to a fusion of Spanish mining technology with
elements of Aztec metallurgy, rather than noting that both the
smelting process and the later patio process were techniques of
German origin. 49 Again, in an effort to award primacy to Mexican-Americans in the struggle for unionization, McWilliams
makes much of the fact, that when several hundred cowboys
attempted in 1883 to form the first "union of 'agricultural'
workers' in the United States," an individual named Juan GOmez
signed the strike call. This is not very convincing evidence for his
claim that "Mexican immigrants have been the pioneers of the
trade-union movement in the Southwest."5o Also, it would seem
, that McWilliams should have taken the trouble to check the
spelling of various Spanish words and names incorrectly rendered
in the book.51
More serious is the attempt by McWilliams to make Mexicans
and New Mexicans racially and culturally "Indian" by dismissing
the Spanish experience in America as a temporary visit by individuals who carne to hunt treasure and briefly teach the Spanish
language.52 McWilliams' claims about the number and social composition of the Spaniards who arrived and remained in the New
World are contradicted by other studies. 53 His idea that the
Spanish-speaking New Mexicans' knowledge of' hunting and
farming is culturally inherited from the "Indian," as well as the
ways of the land and the attitude toward land tenure, is not
proved.54 In brief, a careful reading of McWilliams' North from
Mexico demonstrates that it is, in spite of its brilliance, an impressionistic study that has aspects of New Deal Liberalism
mingled with benign condescension.
Another recent general history of Mexican-Americans is The
Chicanos, by Matt S. Meier and Feliciano Rivera. They attempt
to demonstrate that despite the diversity of Mexican-American
subcultures created by different historical backgrounds, this minority has basic cultural unity. Nevertheless, the authors, in addition to buying "the myth of the 'Aztecs,' which is eighteenth-
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century creole propaganda,"55 also make several important historical errors. For example, the northward expansion of the Spaniards is described as "the last great Nahuan territorial expansion"
and they claim that Nahuan culture was extended "as far north as
present-day New Mexico."56
The attempt to make Mexican-Americans racially and culturally "Indian" has a long history, and was based originally on
racial and religious bias and ignorance on the part of AngloAmericans. 57 One example of this attempt to fit New Mexico history into preconceived notions regarding its Indian past is given
by Cleve Hallenbeck. He notes how John T. Hughes in the
1840'S described the mission church of Pecos as a palace built
soon after Montezuma's death "for the purpose of burning incense to him until his return," and that the "practice of keeping
up the Vestal fires on his altar was instituted by his daughter."58
The emphasis on the Mexican Indian past of the Hispanic
heritage in the Southwest was replaced in the 1880'S by the
Spanish cult, "comprised of one part aestheticism, one part history, and one part ballyhoo."59 A mythic "Spanish" past created
by local-eolor writers, resulted in a dichotomy between dead
"Spaniards" one could admire and live "Mexicans" one could
despise and exploit.
It is not surprising that the result of this polarization of the
Hispanic heritage into two parts by selective interpretation should
produce a "schizoid heritage" that continues into the present. The
latest example of the literature is Luis Valdez' introduction to his
and Stan Steiner's collection of readings gathered under the title
Aztlan.60 One can argue the merits of the readings chosen for this
anthology, but the introduction is one more unhistorical treatment of the myth of Aztlan and the distortion of the Hispanic
heritage. Valdez, speaking for Chicanos, or the chosen of la raza,
rejects "the semantic games of sociologists and whitewashed
Mexicans who frantically identify [Chicanos] as Mexican-Americans . . . etc." without noting that as recently as 1965-1966
most Mexican-Americans in San Antonio, Los Angeles, and
Albuquerque wanted to be called respectively Latin American,
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Mexican or Mexican-American, and Spanish-American. 61 He
claims that "miscegenation went joyously wild" in the New
World, then contradicts himself by stating that Indian women
were raped while Aztec culture was destroyed, and mestizos were
rejected as bastards by Spanish fathers. He asserts that the Me:x;ican Revolution of 1910 was a revolution of the Indian and the
mestizo, and fails to observe that Mexican nationalists led by
Madero played a part in toppling another nationalist named
Pornrio Diaz from power. He tells us the Chicano is the-grandson
of the pelado (the city tramp of Mexico characterized by Samuel
Ramos in 1934 as reflecting a preoccupation with social inferiority )62 but fails to tell us how this r Chicano, "neither a pelado
nor a Mexican-American," has arrived at the concept that "man
is a flower" recapturing "the soul-giving myth of La Raza" by
examining the facts of history. Finally, Valdez remarks that
Aztlan has now been reborn "within the borders of the United States," and if Anglos (eternal foreigners) "cannot accept the
coming reality of America, que se 10 lleve la jodida."

IN CONCLUSION, the following observations and comments on
the state of Mexican-American history are offered. Most books
dealing with Mexican-Americans either ignore or misinterpret
their history prior to I 848 or give a brief historical background
and deal with current events. The result is at best excellent specine topical studies,63 or at worst the distortion of the MexicanAmerican past. Study of primary documentation is absolutely
essential at present tp dispel the misconception of MexicanAmerican history which prevails today as a result of past mythologies, and one could do worse than begin with Henry Raup
Wagner's The Spanish Southwest as a bibliographiCal guide,
and the insights of Vicenta Cortes Alonso on the information
available in archival documents for a reconstruction of the ethnic
history of America. 64 Social scientists have given little attention
to the history of Mexican-Americans and should remedy this by
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analyses of the many scholarly monographs and articles which
shed light on the formation of the specific ethnic groups which
formed US. 65 For example, France V. Scholes' studies of seventeenth-century New Mexico66 still remain the basis for any study
dealing with Mexican-Americans in New Mexico, but are not
mentioned in the most recent work dealing with these people. 67
More university administrators and faculty should recognize that
Chicano studies cannot be divorced from the study of European,
Mexican, and American history. Mexican-American history still
remains a part of the history of the Borderlands where two frontiers collided and a fusion, which is still in progress, began. 68 As
Charles Gibson has observed, all of the "borderland areas have
been subjected to intense study."69 These works ranging from
Hubert Howe Bancroft to Herbert Eugene Bolton, to John
Francis Bannon, should be examined and used in the light of
present knowledge. If we must separate the racial or ethnic
heritage of the Mexican-American, basic knowledge of the vast
bibliography which exists on Indians and Spaniards and divergent
interpretations of their cultures should be emphasized by historians. 70
Finally, as a point of departure for research in Mexican-American history and culture, we must recognize that all myths
(whether they deal with Davy Crockett71 or Mexican-Americans)
are pernicious. It is to be hoped that the myth of Aztlan-a mistaken effort to lend dignity and solidarity to .a minority group
subjected to humiliation and exploitation since this nation
forced itself upon the Southwest-will be replaced by a community of culture based not only on language, a certain community of psychological makeup, the twin problems of discrimination and poverty under which the majority of us labor, and
our pondering the confusion of bloods that went into our making,
but also the idea that "like every son of the Americas, in default
of patrician lineage,"72 we remain heirs to the whole world with
our roots being rooted in change.
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NOTES
I. George 1. Sanchez, Forgotten People, A Study of New Mexicans
(Albuquerque, 1967). The book first appeared in 1940. For bibliography
on New Mexico, see Lyle Saunders, A Guide to Materials Bearing on
Cultural Relations in New Mexico (Albuquerque, 1944), Francis Borgia
Steck, A Tentative Guide to Historical Materials on the Spanish Borderlands (Philadelphia, 1943), pp. 69-89, and Henry Raup Wagner, The
Spanish Southwest, 1542-1794, 2 vols. (New York, 1967).
2. Julian Samora, ed., La Raza, Forgotten Americans (Notre Dame,

1966).
3. See, for example, "Pocho's Progress," Time, April 28, 1967, pp. 2425; "U.S. Latins on the March," Newsweek, May 23, 1966, pp. 32-36;
Philip D. Ortego, "The Minority on the Border," The Nation, Dec. II,
1967, pp. 624-27; "Tio Taco is Dead," Newsweek, June 29, lino, PP' 2228.
4. John Womack, Jr., "The Chicanos," The New York. Review of
Books, vol. 19, no. 3 (1972), pp. 12-18.
.
5. Joan W. Moore with Alfredo Cuellar, Mexican-Americans (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1970), p. 146.
6. Ibid., pp. 151-52.
7. Ibid., p. 153·

8. Manuel A. Machado, Jr., "Chicano Studies: A Mexican-American
Dissents," The University Bookman, vol. 10, no. 4 (1970), pp. 75-81.
9. ''The Little Strike that Grew to La Causa," Time, JUly 4, 1969,
pp. 16-21.
10. Pathfinder Press, Inc., ed., Documents of the Chicano Struggle
(New York, 197 1), p. 4.
I I. Stan Steiner, La Raza, The Mexican-Americans (New York and
London, 1970), p. 5. See also John Haddox, Los Chicanos, An Awakening People (EI Paso, 1970), pp. 20-21. The right to make both Spanish
and Indian grants in New Mexico was reserved to the governor, not the
viceroy. For an excellent treatment of the development of land grant
policy in Mexico and New Mexico, see Richard E. Greenleaf, "Land and
Water in Mexico and New Mexico 1700-1821," NMHR, vol. 47 (1972),
pp. 85-II2. The ownership and use of land in New Mexico after the
arrival of the Spanish had its. "origins, nature, character, and extent of
all claims . . . under the laws, usages, and customs of Spain and
Mexico." Ralph E. Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican
History, 5 vols. (Cedar Rapids, 1911-17), vol. 2, pp. 457-58.
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12. Steiner, p. 145. For one interested in the origins of New Mexico
families, the best work is still Fray Angelico Chavez, Origins of New
Mexico Families (Santa Fe, 1954). Fray Angelico states that there was "a
general preponderance of Spanish blood" in New Mexico and observes
that all pioneer New Mexicans were "ordinary military and pastoral people, good folks in the main, who were neither peons nor convicts." His
statements are confirmed by the best description of New Mexico for the
early nineteenth century; Don Pedro Bautista Pino, "Exposicion sucinta
y senciIIa de la Provincia del Nuevo Mexico: Hecha por su diputado en
Cortes," in H. Bailey Carroll and J. Villasana Haggard, eds., Three New
Mexico Chronicles (Albuquerque, 1942). Pino states that in 1812 there
were no castes of people of African origin, and only two types of people
in New Mexico: Spaniards and Indians. It need hardly be mentioned that
miscegenation occurred in the Southwest, but it should be recognized
that race mixture on the frontier acted as a leveller of society and tended
to the dissolution of the castes. This is, of course, demonstrated by Pino's
work. Moreover, Angel Rosenblat claims that the term espanol was
synonymous with the terms blanco, gente de raz6n, and vecino but never
implied absolute purity of blood. Thus, one who was one-eighth Indian
was white, as also an individual who was one-sixteenth Negro. The appellation of blanco was greatly desired in the New World for obvious
social and economic reasons, and the saying "Todo blanco es caballero,"
became common in the Indies. See Angel Rosenblat, La poblaci6n ind£gena y el mestizaje en America, 2 vols. (Buenos Aires, 1954), vol. 2, pp.
137-38. Rosenblat's comment regarding gente de razon must be qualified
by noting that Nicolas Leon observes that this term did not refer to color or
race, but to "intelligence." All non-Indians, whether colored or white,
were gente de raz6n. All Indians were, in addition to being people of
color, gente sin raz6n. The author interprets this to mean that Indians
were "minors" restricted in their liberty of movement, forbidden to buy
wine, and incapable of concluding contracts. See Nicolas Leon, Las castas
del Mexico colonial, 0 Nueva Espana (Mexico, 1924), p. 8. Eleanor B.
Adams observes that censuses and reports concerning population often
distinguish between "Spaniards, i.e., individuals of pure European
blood, but not necessarily of European birth, gente de raz6n, and Indians." See Eleanor B. Adams and Fray Angelico Chavez, eds., The
Missions of New Mexico, 1776 (Albuquerque, 1956), pp. xxi and 341,
and Eleanor B. Adams, ed., Bishop Tamar6n's Visitation of New Mexico,
1760 (Albuquerque, 1954), p. 34. In any case, there were in 1799 perhaps
10,369 Indians and 23,769 Spaniards in New Mexico, if by Spaniards we
designate those "whose way of life followed Spanish rather than in-
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digenous customs." For these figures cited, see Hubert Howe Bancroft,
History of Arizona and New Mexico, 1530-1888 (Albuquerque, 1962),
pp. 279-82. Finally, it should not be surprising that New Mexico should
become Spanish in culture. "This can be explained as a manifestation of
what may be termed the colonial phenomenon in world history. The
people on the fringes of an empire or civilization, the frontiersmen or
colonials, are frequently the greatest partisans of the system or culture to
which they choose to belong. By their hothouse enthusiasm, their conscious efforts at identification with the civilization whose center is so far
away, they make their claim to equal citizenship with the people in the
heartland of the civilization." Norman F. Cantor, Medieval History, The
Life and Death of a Civilization (New York, 1969), p. 180.
.
13. Steiner, p. 145.
14. Ibid., p. 67. "Because of historical circumstances and customs
which are not clear, the eighteenth-century New Mexico colony was
governed at the, local level by provincial officers rather than municipal
cabildos or ayuntamientos." Greenleaf, p. 93. Marc Simmons observes that
available evidence confirms the existence of only the single cabildo of
Santa Fe in the province of New Mexico throughout most of the colonial
period. See Marc Simmons, Spanish Government in New Mexico (Albuquerque, 1968), p. 166.
15· Steiner, p. 45.
16. Ibid., p. 87.
17. Ibid., p. 114.
18. Ibid., p. 120. Aztec society was, of course, divided into classes
before the conquest by the forces of Cortes and poverty did exist. Benjamin Keen, The Az~ec Image in Western Thought (New Brunswick,
N.J., 197 1), pp. 57-58.
19. For the pachuco, a pariah "who has lost his whole inheritance:
language, religion, customs, beliefs," see Octavio Paz, The Labyrinth of
Solitude, Life and Thought in Mexico (New York, 1961), pp. 13-18.
20. Steiner, pp. 222-23. This statement about the "Castilian" language of the conquistadors is strange in relation to the fact that many of
Spain's emigrants· came from Andaluda. Moreover, many Spanish
families in northern Mexico and New Mexico have Basque and other
non-Castilian patronyms. For sixteenth-century emigrants, see V. Aubrey
Neasham, "SpaIn's Emigrants to the New World, 1492-1592;" Hispanic
American Historical Review, vol. 19 (1939), pp. 147-60. Neasham observes
that every region of Spain cOJ?tributed its share of emigrants, but notes
that in the years 1534-1588 a total of 57 per cent of the Spanish emigrants were from the southern provinces. For the sources and distinguishing characteristics of Spanish as spoken in New Mexico in the early
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part of the century, see Aurelio M. Espinosa's brief but excellent paper,
"The Spanish Language in New Mexico and Southern Colorado," (Santa
Fe, 191 I).
21. Haddox, p. 15.
22. Steiner, p. 131.
23. Ibid., p. 130.
24. Matt S. Meier and Feliciano Rivera, The Chicanos, A History
of Mexican-Americans (New York, 1972), pp. 134-35.
25. Charles Gibson, Spain in America (New York and London,
1967), p. 182. I have been informed that Juan Gomez Quinones, Jesus
ChavarrIa, Jose R. Juarez, and Carlos Cortes, among others, stressed the
heterogeneity of the Mexican people and the need to study regional
variations, at the Chicano History Symposium held at the University of
Texas, Austin (April 1971), the American Historical Association, Pacific
Coast Branch Annual Meeting (Aug. 1971), the Western History Association Conference (Oct. 1971), and the Organization of American Historians (April 1972). See also Machado, p. 80.
26. Terry G. Jordan, reviewing Los Chicanos, An Awakening People, by John Haddox, Southwestern Historical Quarterly, vol. 80 (1971),
pp. 116-17.
27. Womack, p. 15·
28. Elaine Nathanson, "Chicano Point of View is Stressed for Education," Arizona Daily Star, Aug. 4, 1972.
29. Ronald Hilton, "Is Intellectual History Irrelevant? The Case of
the Aztecs," Journal of the History of Ideas, vol. 33 (1972), pp. 337-44.
30. Carey McWilliams, North from Mexico: The Spanish-Speaking
People of the United States (New York, 1968), p. 207.
31. New York, 1966.
32. New York, 1929.
33. Priestly, pp. 51, 70. Other examples of the negative stereotype
are found in Walter Prescott Webb's The Great Plains (New York, 1931)
and The Texas Rangers (Boston and New York, 1935). In The Great
Plains (p. 126) Webb claimed that race mixture on the northern Spanish
frontier made for a common soldier "whose blood, when compared with
that of the Plains Indians, was as ditch water." In The Texas Rangers
(p. 14) he stated that Mexicans were volatile in temperament, cruel in
nature, no keeper of promises, and inferior to the Comanche and wholly
unequal to Texans as warriors. For a different point of view see Charles
L. Kenner, A History of New Mexican-Plains Indian Relations (Norman,
1969) and Americo Paredes, "With His Pistol in His Hand," A Border
Ballad and Its Hero (Austin and London, 1971), pp. 23-32.
34. New York, 1970.
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35. Norval p. Glenn, "Some Reflections on a Landmark Publication
and the Literature on Mexican Americans," Social Science Quarterly,
vol. 52 (1971), pp. 8-10.
36. Rodolfo Alvarez, "The Unique Psycho-Historical Experience of
the Mexican-American People," Social Science Quarterly, vol. 52 (1971),
pp. 15-2 9.
37. Tucson, 1963.
38. It should be observed that Paredes in his story of a ballad hero
gives a fine summary of the history of the Lower Rio Grande.
39. New York, 1966.
40. San Francisco, 1884-189°' In his study of California, Bancroft
devotes no single chapter to cultural conflict, but does see the Bear Flag
revolt as unjustifiable and its promoters as responsible for a generation of
bitterness between the two races (vol. 5, pp. 96-98). He also observes that
Anglo hatred for Mexicans in California was based on the fact that 'Those
we have injured we hate" (vol. 6, p. 402), and sides with the Californios
on the land grant issue (vol. 6, pp. 529-8r). The author wishes to express
his thanks to his former student, George E. Cook of Fresno State College,
for information on Bancroft.
41. The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft, 39 vols. (San Francisco,
1883-189°), vol. 38, p. 187.
42. Mexico, 19Q8.
43. Octavio Ignacio Romano-V., "The Anthropology and Sociology of
the Mexican Americans: The Distortion of Mexican-American History,"
El Grito, vol. 2 (1968), pp. 13-26. Other Mexican-Americans have described McWilliams' book as "the only comprehensive work on MexicanAmerican history," (Joseph Navarro, "The Condition of Mexican-American History," The Journal of Mexican-American History, vol. I [1970],
pp. 25-45) and hailed it as "one of the most readable and illuminating
statements about the problems of Mexican-Americans." (Philip D. Ortego,
"Chicano Odyssey," Trans-Action, vol. 7, [1970], p. 82). The sociologist
Clark S. Knowlton has described McWilliams' book as "The best overall
treatment of the Spanish-Americans." Clark S. Knowlton, ''Violence in
New Mexico: A Sociological Perspective," California Law Review, vol.
58 (1970), pp. 1054-84. That the work appeals also to some serious
scholars of "Anglo" extraction is attested by Leonard Pitt's comment on
.North from Mexico in The Decline of the Californios, A Social History
of the Spanish-Speaking Californios, 1846-1890 (Berkeley and Los Angeles,
1970), p. ix.
44. McWilliams, p. 207·
45. That McWilliams knows little about the caste system of colonial
Mexico is apparent by his identification of the one chino who formed part
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of the group of settlers who founded Los Angeles as a person of Chinese
descent. See McWilliams, p. 36. As Rosenblat observes, "De indio y negra
. nace lobo . . . De lobo y negra nace chino." Rosenblat, vol. 2, p. 170.
46. McWilliams, p. 38.
47. Ibid., pp. 207, 298.
48. See George Minot, ed., The Statutes at Large and Treaties of the
United States of America from Dec. I, 1845 to March 3, 1851, vol. 9
(Boston, 1851), pp: 922-43.
49. McWilliams, p. 133· The Aztecs did work malleable metals, and
Indian labor was used in the mines by Spaniards, but the process of extracting silver was by smelting, "a process probably brought over by the
Germans in 1536 and satisfactory only for rich ores." C. H. Haring, The
Spanish Empire in America (New York, 1952), p. 262. Also, the patio
process, or the amalgamation of silver with mercury, introduced into
Mexico by Bartolome de Medina in 1556, was. a German invention. Julio
Jimenez Rueda, Historia de La cultura en Mexico (Mexico, 1951), p. 149.
50. McWilliams, pp. 190, 189.
51. Ibid., pp. 21, 42, 209, 291, and 118.
52. Ibid., pp. 19-20. He (pp. 208-09, 8) states that Mexicans are culturally and racially more Indian than Spanish, and claims that the
"Spanish strain . . . has chiefly served to mollify temperamentally the
aboriginal strain."
53. McWilliams states (p. 74) that most Spaniards who came to the
New World were of the nobility or upper class, and asserts (p. 28) that
the end of Spanish rule in the New World found "not more than fifteen
thousand Spaniards in the Americas." It is to be observed that peasants,
Berbers, Spanish Jews, negros ladinos, and people of the lowest social condition came in abundant numbers to the New World, along with ordinary
military and pastoral people. See Magnus Marner, Race Mixture in the
History of Latin America (Boston, 1967), p. 16; Ralph H. Vigil, "Negro
Slaves and Rebels in the Spanish Possessions, 15°3-1558," The Historian,
vol. 33 (1971), pp. 637-55; Gibson, Spain in America, p. II3; and J.
Vicens Vives, ed., Hi~toria de Espana y America, 5 vols. (Barcelona, 1961),
vol. 3, pp. 395-96. McWilliams' population figure of 15,000 for the end of
the colonial period is contradicted by Lucas Alaman, who stated that
1,200,000 Spaniards resided in New Spain alone at the end of the
colonial period. Of these Spaniards, 70,000 were peninsuLares. Lucas
Alaman, Historia de Mexico, 5 vols. (Mexico, 1942), vol. I, pp. 17, 30.
54. McWilliams, p. 71. "The dominant process of change in l\merica
since Columbus discovered it in A.D. 1492 has been the adaptation of the
Indians to the ways of life introduced by Europeans." Harold E. Driver,
ed., The Americas on the Eve of Discovery (Englewood Cliffs, N.}.,
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1964), p. 165. Not only did the Plains Indians' culture change by their
use of the horse, but Pueblo Indians in New Mexico adopted Spanish
hornos, wooden plows, two-wheeled carts, iron axes, saws, and. other
utensils. Charles H. Lange, Cochiti, A New Mexico Pueblo, Past and
Present (Carbondale, 1968), p. 90. Edwin R. Embree, Indians of the
Americas (New York, Toronto, 1970), p. 216.
55. Womack, p. 17·
56. Meier and Rivera, p. 12. There is no documentary evidence for
this statement. See Oakah L. Jones, Jr., Pueblo Warriors & Spanish Conquest (Norman, 1966), p. 23, n. 64- The author is aware of Marc Sim~
mons, "Tlascalans in the Spanish Borderlands," NMHR, vol. 39 (1964),
pp. 101-10, but does not believe that Simmons' citation of what he himself calls "fragmentary evidence" indicates that any Tlascalans in significant numbers were to be found in New Mexico prior to the Pueblo
Revolt of 1680. For example, on September 8, 1680, Governor Otermln
wrote to Fray Francisco de Ayeta. He mentioned Indians "of the.Mexican
nation of that suburb of Analco," but did not mention Tlascalans specifically. Whether these Indians were part of the "Tlascalan colony" Simmons claims existed there or were "members of any of a number of
Nahuatl or 'Mexican' speaking groups" remains, in the author's opinion,
an open question. See Charles W. Hackett, ed., Revolt of the Pueblo
Indians of New Mexico and Otermin's Attempted Reconquest, 1680-1682
(Albuquerque, 1970), vol. I, p. 99.
57. Leslie Fiedler asserts that even Mediterranean Europeans (along
with Negroes and Indians) represent anti-culture and the id to the "pallid,
Anglo-Saxon-Celtic-Scandinavian-Germanic Amerikanski" who view them
as half-Negroes. Leslie Fiedler, Waiting for the End (New York, 1964),
P· 12 5·
58. Cleve Hallenbeck, Land of the Conquistadores (Caldwell, Idaho,
1950), pp. 324-25. Hallenbeck quotes from John T. Hughes, "Doniphan's
Expedition," in William E. Connelley, War with Mexico, 1846-1847,
Doniphan's Expedition and the Conquest of New Mexico and California
(Topeka, 1907), p. 61.
59. Leonard Pitt, p. 290.
60. Luis Valdez and Stan Steiner, eds., Aztlan, An Anthology of
Mexican-American Literature (New York, 1972), pp. xiii-xxxiv.
6 I. Moore with Cuellar, p. 8.
62. Samuel Ramos, Profile of Man and Culture in Mexico, trans. by
Peter G. Earle (New York, Toronto, London, 1963), pp. 57-63.
63. An example is Richard Gardner, Grito! Reies Tijerina and the
New Mexico Land Grant War of 1967 (Indianapolis, 1970).
64. Vicenta Cortes Alonso, "La antropologla de America y los
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Archivos," separata de la Revista Espanola de Antropologfa Americana,
vol. 6 (Madrid, 1971), pp. 14~78.
65. In addition to studying the Spanish, Indian, and Mexican past,
studies should be made of the "cultural indigestion" that came about in
the Southwest. For example, what were the relations between German
Jews and Mexican-Americans in New Mexico, Texas, and southeastern
Colorado between 1850-1900? William J. Parish claims that the
Jewish merchant was "the most significant catalytic agent in the reasonably
peaceful convergence of New Mexico's three cultures and other ethnic
groups." William J. Parish, The German Jew and the Commercial Revolution in Territorial New Mexico, 1850-1900, New Mexico Quarterly, vol.
29 (1959), pp. 3°7-32. George Sanchez, on the other hand, claims that the
merchants of New Mexico were as exploitative and merciless as the cattle
barons, land grabbers, and venal politicians. Sanchez, p. vii.
66. See Richard E. Greenleaf, "France V. Scholes: Historian of New
Spain," The Americas, vol. 27 (1971), pp. 223-27.
67. Gonzalez. It is also curious that Scholes is not listed in Paul
Horgan's bibliography for Great River, The Rio Grande in North
American History, 2 vols. (New York, 1954). For a review of Great River,
sometimes pretty but "not good history," see Frank D. Reeve, "A Letter to
Clio," NMHR, vol. 31 (1956), pp. 102-32.
68. John Francis Bannon, The Spanish Borderlands Frontier, 15131821 (New York, 1970), p. 3.
69. Gibson, p. 189.
70. See, for example, Keen.
71. Vernon L. Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought, 2
vols. (New York, 1954), vol. 2, pp. 165-72.
72. Alfonso Reyes, Mexico in a Nutshell and other Essays (Berkeley
and Los Angeles, 1964), p. 20.
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LAS CASAS AND THE BENAVIDES MEMORIAL OF 1630

CARROLL L. RILEY

I

long been noted that there is an inconsistency in the very
last part of Fray Alonso de Benavides' Memorial of 1630' The
portion of the Memorial that begins with a section entitled "Coast
of the South Sea" and continues to the end of the document seems
to have been an interpolation by some other writer. This was
commented on as recently as 1954 by C. J. Lynch in a translation
published by the Academy of American Franciscan History:
T HAS

There are several reasons for believing that the original version of
the Menwrial as composed by Benavides ends at this point [before
the "Coast" section]. What follows, appears to be an interpolation of
another person who probably never set foot in New Mexico. As his
chief source of information this interpolator probably employed some
contemporary account of the Coronado expedition.!

In the Ayer edition of the Memorial,2 however, F. W. Hodge
had already expressed some reservation as to this kind of interpretation. Because of the spelling of various town and province
names, Hodge does agree that the account may have been derived
from one of the Coronado narratives. Hodge also feels that the
section in question might be an addendum originating with
Francisco de Apodaca, Franciscan Commissary General of New
Spain:
And yet it seems impossible that such atrocious blunders as occur in
this account of Coronado's exploits could have been made by a
member of the expedition, or even by anyone else at all familiar
with the narratives. 3
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One thing that might suggest a multi-authored work comes
from the letter of Father Juan de Santander, Commissary General
of the Indies, whose letter is included with the Memorial. Santander speaks of Benavides' writing and "other authentic
accounts."4
The same variant information in paraphrased form also appears
in the Revised Memorial of Benavides. In this revised version,
however, the interpolated sections are placed-more logicallynear the beginning of the document. 5 The Revised Memorial has
also led to speculation about the origin of the aberrant material:
Benavides does not here write from personal knowledge, but from
information, not entirely accurate, derived from accounts of the
Coronado expedition and incorporated in the Memorial of 1630 at
its close.6

What seems to have been overlooked is the relationship of the
last pages of Benavides' 1630 Memorial to Book III, Chapter 53,
of the Apologhica Historia Sumaria of Bartolome de las Casas. 7
Clearly, either Benavides draws from Las Casas (or from another
source that used Las Casas) or Benavides and Las Casas both
depend on some common source.
Actually the Chapter "Coast of the South Sea" in the Memorial
is a transitional passage telling the King that after having been
informed of the Pueblo area it was proper that he should
hear of another treasure which has been kept for you for more than
seventy years.... It is some seventy years since the Viceroy of New
Spain, Don Antonio de Mendoza, sent Captain Alonso [Francisco]
Vasquez Coronado to discover the coast of the South Sea and four
friars of my order went with him. 8

The Memorial goes on to say that the best way to approach this
journey would be from Mexico north to the Southwest.
It seems more logical to me to begin from this city [Mexico] and to
reach the provinces of Chiametla, Culiacan and Sinaloa which are
fifty or sixty leagues distant from those of Xalisco. One comes upon
these nations in the following order. 9
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In the next section entitled "Valley of Sonora" the account
largely echoes Las Casas, summarizing and shortening-in fact,
leaving out whole sentences. Curiously, Benavides speaks of the
town of Corazones as having "seven hundred very well-arranged
houses"lo whereas Las Casas speaks of eight hundred houses "muy
bien ordenadas."ll Benavides then has a one-paragraph section
entitled "Agastan" which is described as a city with three thousand well-built houses. 12 Here the Benavides account is very
similar to Las Casas but slightly abridged. The next very short section, "Sibola" [Cibola or Zuni], closely paraphrases Las Casas.
According to the Memorial:
Saliendo pues del ultimo pueblo deste valle de Senora al mismo
Norte, par la misma costa de la mar del Sur, quarenta, 0 cinqueta
leguas esta la Provincia de Sibola; y assi se llama tambien la principal ciudad; la qual tiene en su comarca otras siete ciudades. La
primera sera de inil casas y las otras de mucho mas, son de piedra y
madera, y de a tres y quatro altos muy vistosas. 13

Whereas, in the Apologetica Historia:
Cuarenta 0 cincuenta leguas de los postreros pueblos deste valle,
todavla yendo al norte, esta la provincia de Clvola y ciudad, que
alrededor tiene otras siete ciudades; la primera sera de mil casas y
las otras de muchas mas. Eran hechas de piedra y madera, y tenlan
dos y tres y cuatro altos y doblados . . .14

The description of Tihues (Tiwa) is much the same in the two
accounts though considerably shortened in Benavides, with the
phrases and sentences somewhat rearranged. The account of the
city again is much the same. In the Memorial:
Otra ciudad esta media legua desta de Tihues, tambien a la orilla del
rio de tres mil casas; donde el Rey tiene sus mugeres, ciudad muy
hermosa y fuerte en quadra, cuyas casas son de piedra; tiene tres
pla~as, y la menor es de ducientos passos de ancho, y otros tantos de
largo. Destas pla~as se sale por calles tan angostas, que apenas caben
dos de a caballo, todas las casas tienen sus corredores a las pla~as,
como las del Nuevo-Mexico . . .15
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The river, the RIO Bravo, "tendra de ancho un tiro de arcabuz."16
Compare Las Casas:
Otra ciudad estaba y esta un tiro de ballesta desta de Tigues, junto al
rio, que sera de tres mil casas, donde el rey tenia sus mujeres, ciudad muy hermosa y muy Euerte. Las paredes de las casas eran de
piedra las mas dellas. Esta edincada en cuadra; tiene tres plazas; la
menor dellas tiene de anchura docientos pasos y de largo otros tantos.
La salida de las plazas es por calles bien derechas, puesto que son
algo angostas, que apenas pueden ir juntos dos de caballo. T odas las
casas tienen sus corredores que salen a las calles, que es cosa mucho
graciosa de verP

The remainder of Benavides' account of the city summarizes
material also found in Las Casas. In both cases there are more than
twenty large estufas. On the same side of the river, from half a
league to four leagues away, are twenty more settlements, some
stronger than others. IS Both accounts measure the width of the
RIO Grande in terms of an harquebus shot. The names for the
river, however, are different. In the Memorial it is called RIO
Bravo and in Las Casas, the EspIritu Santo. 19
The "Marvelous Rock" (Acoma) section of the Memorial is
again very like that of Las Casas but with some variations in number of inhabitants. For example, compare:
Saliendo de Tihues, hazia el Poniente, y no al Norte, como hasta
aqui, espacio de dos jornadas, esta una Ciudad la mas estrana y
fuerte, que deve d~ auer en el mudo; la qual es de mas de dos mil
casas, tan capazes, q dezian auer en elIas mas de siete mil vezinos, y
aun llegaron a dezir mas; esta en unos grandes llanos de quinze
leguas, en medio de los quales esta un Penol tan alto como la tone
de la Iglesia de Sevilla, que parece tener mas de mil estados. En 10
alto deste Penol esm todo llano por espacio de una legua, sin genero
de arbol, ni cerro; en el qual esta edincada la ciudad; alIi, y abaxo en
los llanos tienen sus semeteras y mayzales: .•.20

In Las Casas:
Dos jornadas de Tigues, hacia el poniente, segun creo, esta una
ciudad la mas extrana de Euerte y de su postura que se puede hallar
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en mucho de 10 poblado del mundo, la cual sera de dos mil casas,
porque bien creemos que habfa mas de cuatro y cinco y quiza diez
mill vecinos. Esta en unos grandes llanos de quince leguas asentada,
en medio de los cuales esta un penol tan alto como la torre de la
iglesia mayor de Sevilla, que parece tener mil estados. En la cumbre
o en 10 alto deste penol hay un llano que dura una gran legua, raso,
sin arbol ni otro embarazo alguno; en aquel llano sobre la pena esta
la ciudad ediflcada, y 10 demas de aquel llano alto tienen sus sementeras de maizales. 21

The rest of the account of Benavides' "Marvellous Rock"
closely resembles Las Casas' but is more abridged.

In the account of T uzayan, the Memorial uses only thirty-five
words to Las Casas' eighty-six, the Benavides account being a
parsimonious paraphrase.
In terms of comparison with Las Casas the most curious section
of the Memorial is the one entitled "Cicuyo" (Pecos).22 This
indeed is related to Las Casas but reproduces material that was
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deleted from the original holograph (the only manuscript now
extant).23 In that manuscript, unlike the Memorial, the section on
Cicuyo came before, rather than after, Tuzayan.
According to the Memorial:
Dando la buelta al Norte, desde la ciudad de Tihues, tres 0 cuatro
jornadas, esta un llano, que tiene seis leguas, todo lleno de labranc;as
entre unos pinales, que dan marvillosos pinones, y otros arboles
graciosos, y grandes. AlIi esta edincada una grande y hennosa
ciudad llamada en la lengua de aquella tierra Cycuyo, en tierra
llana, que tendra mas de seis mil casas muy grandes de seis y siete
altos. 24

And in Las Casas:
Adelante de Tigues la via del norte 0 septentri6n, segun creo, tres 0
cuatro jornadas esta un llano de seis leguas todo sembrado y lleno de
labranzas, en medio del cual y entre unos grandes montes de pinales
de los alvares que dan pinones muy buenos, y otras arboledas
grandes, esta puesta y asentada una gran y hennosisima ciudad que
se llama en la lengua de aquella tierra Zyquay, en tierra llana que
terna seis mil casas; esta es fuerte, pero menos fuerte, aunque
admirable, que la pasada. 25

The remai~der of the Memorial account of Cicuyo repeats
a series of set phrases that paraphrase those appearing in previous
sections. There is a discussion of narrow streets where only two
men on horseback can pass, very large plazas, many estufas, and
houses with balconies facing the plazas. The Las Casas account,
however, contains only the short marked-through section. Las
Casas then turns to a description of Uruba or Valladolid (Taos),
not mentioned in this portion of the Memorial.
The final section of the Memorial is a description of Quivira
and differs from the Las Casas account. The elements in it (straw
houses, simple culture, pleasant climate, etc.) are found in accounts such as that of Herrera26 and in the actual documents of
the Coronado Expedition. One statement in Benavides does suggest a rather early source. Speaking of Quivira, Benavides says,
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y aunque llamamos a esta la mar del Sur, es la de la California, que del Sur al Norte atraviessa hasta salir al estrecho de
Anian."27 The Quivira section of the Memorial, moreover, is
integrated with the rest of the interpolated section. As in the introductory portion of the account ("Coast of the South Sea") reference is made to Alonzo (rather than Francisco) Vasquez de Coronado and to his four friars.
To sum up, these last few pages of the Benavides Memorial of
1630 contain an interpolated section that either consists of reworded and reworked sections of Las Casas' Apologetica Historia
rather skillfully combined with other material, or utilizes a source
common to both writers.
Benavides arrived in Spain (probably) in August 1630 and
very shortly thereafter presented the complete Memorial manuscript to King Philip IV, so it seems unlikely that he could have
consulted the original Las Casas document,28 As has been said, the
only existing manuscript of the Las Casas Apologetica Historia
Sumaria is the original holograph. At present this manuscript,
entirely in Las Casas' handwriting, is in the Munoz collection of
the Royal Academy 6f History, Madrid, but from its completion
around 1560, at least into the early seventeenth century, it remained in the College of San Gregorio in Valladolid. 29 In the sixteenth century, however, there were several manuscript copies.
For example, the Domiriican Province library in Mexico City had
a copy, not of the holograph manuscript, but made from still
another copy held by the Dominicans in Chiapa. This Mexico
City copy was used by Mendieta in his H istoria eclesUlstica indiana30 which, however, is not the source of Benavides. Father
Antonio de Remesal, Las Casas' first biographer, published an
Historia General in 1619, and he too made use of Las Casas,
probably drawing from the holograph manuscript, from which he
may have made his own copy. Certainly he consulted the San
Gregorio document, for he describes it in some detail. Remesal,
however, does not reproduce the material on the far north of
New Spain. S !
A third source derived from the Apologitica Historia is that of
te •
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Roman y Zamora whose work, Republicas del mundo, was published in 1575. For the Americas, Roman copies extensively from
Las Casas but he includes none of the material discussed here. 32
The most likely possibility is that Benavides (or some other
earlier writer from whom Benavides borrowed) had available a
copy of the Apologetica Historia which did not incorporate all the
editorial changes by Las Casas presently found in the holograph
manuscript, or alternatively, one which copied struck-out passages.
This may have been the Chiapa document, a copy of it, or it may
possibly have been a copy of the holograph made by Remesal for
his own use.
The alternative possibility, that Benavides and Las Casas used
a common source is, indeed, an interesting one. What can we say
about such a source? First of all, it must have been a manuscript
composed within a very narrow span of time. The information on
Corazones, Cibola, Tihues, etc., was not available until the
Marcos voyage of 1539, and the Apologetica Historia was certainly completed by, or shortly after, 1560. We are dealing, then,
with a matter of some twenty years.
One obvious candidate for authorship of this source is Motolinia (Fray Toribio de Benavente) whose works Las Casas almost
certainly used33 even though he was savagely attacked by Motolinia in a I 555 letter to Charles V. 34 The material quoted in the
first part of the present paper is not in the published works of
Motolinia. It has been cogently argued, however, most recently by
O'Gorman, that there existed an important work of Motolinia,
now 10st.35 O'Gorman suggests that this manuscript had reached
Spain by 1544 or 1545 and was used by Las Casas in the Apolo-

getica Historia. 36
One puzzling aspect of this theory is that the author of the
Apologitica Historia-or, at least, the Cibola section of it-indicates that certain material on the far north of New Spain came
from "un religioso ,de Sant Francisco que yo bien cognosd,
Hamado Fray Marcos de Niza."37 Motolinia presumably knew
Marcos well, but his published works indicate no knowledge of
Niza's famous trips. Although his history can be dated to 1540 or
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154 I, Motolinia makes no mention of Marcos but instead speaks
of two friars sent toward the North. A rough outline of Marcos'
trip is given but no geographical details. 3s Of course in a later
manuscript Motolinia may have incorporated this Cibola material
either from Marcos or from another member· of the Coronado
party.
Another fascinating possibility is that Las Casas himself received data on northern New Spain from Marcos de Niza. Wagner
believes that the two men were friends, meeting first in Guatemala
in 1536.39 Las Casas' Brevissima relaci6n (printed in 1552 but
written somewhat earlier) includes a letter from Marcos on Peruvian matters. 40 Other contacts between the two are very uncertain,
though Wagner suggests that Las Casas may actually have influenced Marcos to take the Cibolan trip.
We know of no manuscript of Marcos from which Las Casas
and Benavides could have drawn. If Las Casas did receive information from Marcos de Niza it was probably by letter-with a
copy available to the Franciscans. Of course this is pure speculation for we have no records of such a letter.
As of this writing it is very difficult to choose between alternate
theories to explain the virtual identity of the sections of Las Casas
and Benavides described above. Assuming a common source
would clear up certain of the difficulties (reproduction of deleted
.portions, etc.) but the most plausible common source, Motolinia,
presents us with other kinds of difficulties. Clearly, what is needed
is not only detailed textual analysis of the materials being compared but an in-depth study of the various complex relationships
among Las Casas, his detractors, and his defenders.
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NOTES

I. Peter P. Forrestal and Cyprian J. Lynch, Benavides' Memorial of
1630 (Washington, D.C., 1954), p. 67, n. 137.
2. Mrs. Edward E. Ayer, trans., The Memorial of Fray Alonso de
Benavides, 1630, annotated by Frederick Webb Hodge and Charles
Fletcher Lummis (Chicago, 1916).
3. Ibid., pp. 281-82, n. 61.
4· Forrestal and Lynch, p. 73.

5. See Frederick W. Hodge, George P. Hammond, and Agapito Rey,
Fray Alonso de Benavides' Revised Memorial of 1634 (Albuquerque,
1945), vol. 4, pp. 46-49.
6. Ibid., p. 240, n. 39.
7. Fray Bartolome de Las Casas, Apologetica Historia Sumaria, 2 vols.,
ed. by Edmundo O'Gorman (Mexico, 1967).
8. Forrestal and Lynch, pp. 67-68.
9. Ibid., p. 68.
10. Ibid. In the revised version it is six hundred houses (Hodge, Hammond, and Rey, p. 46). Hodge, Hammond, and Rey state that "The
Memorial of 1630 is the only known writing to give the definite size of
Corazones at so early a period." (P. 240, n. 35). Actually, not only Las
Casas, but also G. Fernandez Oviedo y Valdes, Histaria General y Natural
de las Indias, vol. 4, Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles, vol. 20 (Madrid,
1959), p. 303, gives a population figure for Corazones. That of Oviedo-

some twenty houses-is much more modest than Las Casas'.
11. Las Casas, vol. I, p. 281.
12. Forrestal and Lynch, p. 69. The term Agastan is something of a
mystery. My colleague, Campbell W. Pennington, suggests that it might
possibly be an early rendering of Aconchi, a mission town between Arispe
and Ures on the Sonora River. Hodge, Hammond, and Rey (p. 240, n.
38) suggest that Agastan is a Nahuatl word but feel that it cannot be identified with any known historic town. See also Hodge, in Ayer, p. 281, n. 61.
13. "Leaving the last village of this valley of Sefiora [continuing on]
north along the same coast of the South Sea forty or fifty leagues [120-150
miles] is the Province of Sibola; the principal city also has the same name.
[The Province] has within its borders some seven other cities. The first has
about a thousand houses and the othe~s many more; they are of stone and
wood, and three to four stories high [and] very beautifuL" Alonso de Benavides, Memorial que fray Ivan de Santander, de la orden de San Francisco,
comissario general de Indias, presenta a la Magestad catolica del rey Don
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Felipe Quarto nuestro senor. Hecho por el padre fray Alonso de Benavides ... (Madrid, 1630), p. 102.
14. "Forty or fifty leagues from the last mentioned villages of this
valley, still going northward is the province and city of Cibola, that has
around it seven other cities; the first has about a thousand houses and the
others many more. They were made of stone and wood and were two,
three and four stqries high and well built . . ." Las Casas, vol. I, p. 281.
15. "There is another city of some three thousand houses a half league
from Tihues, also on the river bank, where the king keeps his women.
[It is] a very strong and beautiful square city whose houses are of stone. It
has three plazas, the smallest of which· is two hundred paces wide, and
the same in length. From these plazas one leaves through streets that are
so narrow that two horsemen can barely fit. All of the houses have their
balconies facing on the plazas like those in New Mexico." Benavides, p.
103. Although the term Nuevo Mexico was probably coined in the early
1560's it was not used in this particular sense until after Las Casas'
time.
16. Ibid., p. 104.
17. "Another city was and is a crossbow shot distant from Tigues, beside the river, made up of about three thousand houses, where the king
kept his women; a very beautiful and strong city. The walls of the houses
were made of stone for the most part. [The city] is constructed in a square.
It has three plazas, the smallest of which is 200 paces wide and the same in
length. Exit from the plazas is through very straight streets, which are certainly somewhat narrow to the extent that two horsemen can barely fit
through them. All the houses have their balconies facing the streets, a very
pretty sight to behold." Las Casas, vol. I, p. 282.
18. Benavides, p; 104.
19. In earlier sections of the Memorial it is always RIO del Norte.
Forrestal and Lynch, p. 70, n. 150.
20. "Leaving Tihues and going westward-not northward as beforefor a period of two days there is one of the most unusual and strongest
cities which can be found in the world. It has more than two thousand
houses so spacious that they say there are more than. seven thou~and
inhabitants and some say even more. [The city] is situated on some .large
plains fifteen leagues long in the middle of whieh is a rock· [outcropping]
as high as the tower 6f the cathedral of Seville ,which seems to be mOre
than a thousand estados high [that is to say, more than a mile in height!].
On- the top of this rock it is completely Hat for the distance of a league
without any kind"Of tree or.hilLThecity is built there and below in the
plains they have their cultivated land and maize fields." Benavides, .p. 104.
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21. "Two days' journey from Tigues westward, according to my understanding, there is a most extraordinarily strong and best-situated city that
one can find in the inhabited parts of the world. It has about two thousand
houses, a good reason for us to believe that there were more than four or
five, and perhaps even more than ten thousand inhabitants. It is in some
large plains fifteen leagues across in the middle of which is a rock as high
as the tower of the cathedral of Seville. It appears one thousand estados
high. At the summit or on the heights of this rock there is a flat area that
stretches more than a league, clear of obstructions without a tree or any
other impediment. On that flat area on top of the rock the city is built
and on the rest of that high flat land are their maize fields." Las Casas, vol.
I, pp. 282-83.
22. Benavides, p. 105.
23. The three complete printed texts of the Apologetica Historia,
those of Manuel Serrano y Sanz, Juan Perez de Tuleda Buseo, and
O'Corman, all taken from the holograph manuscript, reproduce, in part or
whole, passages struck out in the manuscript.
24. "Turning northward from the city of Tihues three or four days'
journey there is a plain that is six leagues long, all filled with cultivated
fields among pine forests that yield marvelous pinon nuts, and other large,
handsome trees. There is built there a large beautiful city called in the
language of that region Cycuyo, [located] on flat land, which has more
than six thousand very large houses, six and seven stories high." Benavides, pp. 105-06.
25. "Beyond Tigues, toward the north, as I understand it, some three
or four days' journey, is a plain six leagues long and full of cultivated
fields. In the middle [of the plain] and located among some large white
pine forests (which provide very excellent pinon nuts) and other types of
trees, is laid out and located a very beautiful large city which is called in
the language of that region, Zyquay. [It was located] on flat land and must
have had some six thousand houses. It is strong, but less strong, although
impressive, than the one just described." Las Casas, vol. I, p. 283, n. 24.
26. Antonio de Herrera, Historia General de los Hechos de los Castellanos en las Islas y Tierra-firme de el Mar Occeano, vol. 7 (Editorial
Cuarania, Asuncion, Paraguay), p. 176.
27. ". . . and although we call this the South Sea, it is actually the
[sea] of California which stretches from south to north until it reaches the
Straits of Anian." Benavides, p. 106.
28. Forrestal and Lynch, p. xv.
29. Henry Raup Wagner and Helen Rand Parish, The Life and
Writings of Bartolome de las Casas (Albuquerque, 1967), pp. 287-89.
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,) 30. Wagner and Parish, p. 288. It might be plausibly argued
that. in yiew of the hostility between the Franciscans in New Spain and
Las Casas, Fr. Geronimo de Mendieta would have refrained from using
the Dominican bishop's work. Mendieta, however, (Historia eclesiastica
indiana, Mexico, 1971) clearly states that he consulted the Mexico City
copy of the Apologetica, calling it, "una apologia que escribi6 en defension
de los Indios" (p. 42). Mendieta praises the work and its author and
quotes from it at length. Compare, for example, the quoted material in
Mendieta (ibid., pp. 42-48) which is introduced by "Dice pue~ asi el
obispo de Chiapa," and Las Casas (vol. 2, pp. 552-56). There are other
mentions of the "Apologia" of Las Casas in Mendieta. See for example,
p. 53 6.
31. Antonio de Remesal, Historia General de las Indias occidentales y
particular de la governacion de Chiapa y Guatemala (Madrid, 1964). See
also the comments of Wagner and Parish, p. 289.
32. Fray Jeronimo Roman y Zamora, Republicas de Indias.. . .
antes de la Conquista (New World portion of Republicas del mundo),
vols. 14 and '15 of Coleccion de libros raros 0 curiosos que tratan de
America (Madrid, 1897).
33. Edmundo O'Gorman, ed., Fray Toribio de Benavente 0 Motolinia, Memoriales . . . con insercwn de las portiones de'la Historia de los
Indios de la Nueva Espana que completan el texto de los Memoriales
(Mexico, 1971), p. lxi, 4°3-23. It is interesting that Las Casas does not
identify Motolinia by name.
34. ,Ibid., pp. 4°3-23.
35. Ibid., pp. xxi et seq.
36. Ibid., pp. xIix-1 et seq. It may have had the title Libro de oro
y tesoro indico (p. I). A Libra de Oro was in the hands of Joaquin Garda
Icazbalceta in the 1880'S and seems to have been one source of the
Memoriales published by Garda's son, Garda Pimentel. However, the
Memoriales were probably only a portion of a larger manuscript. See
Leslie A. White and Ignacio Bernal, Correspondencia de Adolfo F.
Bandelier (Mexico, 1960), pp. 289-91, 294-97. See also the comments of
Lange, Riley, and Lange in the Southwestern Journals of Adolph F. Bandelier, vol. 3 (In press, University of New Mexico Press), footnote for the
entry of April 10, 1886.
37. Las Casas, vol. 2, p. 183. This statement, parenthetically, is not
taken from the portion of the Apologetica Historia that compares so
closely with Benavides but from a summary of northern data that gives
much the same information.
38. Fidel de Lejarza, O. F. M., ed., Fr. Toribio Motolinia, O. F. M.,
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Memoriales e Historia de los Indios de la Nueva Espana, Biblioteca d;e.
Autores Espanoles, vol. 240 (Madrid, 1970), p. 292. Fr. Angelico Chavez,
Coronado's Friars (Washington, D.C., 1968), p. 76 suggests that "Father
Motolinia, [Marcos'] learned contemporary, obviously did not converse
with him about,his discovery of Cibola, otherwise his own account would
not have been so erroneous."
39. Wagner and Parish, p. 100, n. 23.
40. Ibid., pp. 267-68.
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NUEVA VIZCAYA
MILITIA DURING THE ADMINISTRATION
OF TEODORO DE CROIX 1776-1783

WILLIAM A. DePALO,

T

JR.

of the security of the northern frontier of New
Srain occupied the attention of Spanish authorities throughout
the eighteenth century. Major reorganizations of frontier defensive strategy were ordered in 1729 and again in 1772 in an unsuccessful effort to stem the rising level of Apache hostilities. It
was not until the appointment in 1776 of Teodoro de Croix to
administer the newly created Commandancy General of the Interior Provinces that the inferiority of the frontier soldier and the
over-extension of the presidial line were finally recognized as the
principal causes of the region's deterioration. With cognizance of
these factors, Croix corrected the deficiencies in the existing
presidialline and implemented the measures necessary to establish a provincial militia corps to augment the regular garrisons in
the provinces of Nueva Vizcaya and Coahuila. Raised without
expense to the Crown, by 1783 the militia had effectively doubled
the troop strength of these two provinces and had made an invaluable contribution to the pacification achieved on the northern
frontier during Croix's administration.
The failure of the reorganized presidialline to curtail Apache
incursions, the acquisition of Louisiana, and the threat posed by
the Russians to the new province of Upper California had forced
the Crown by 1776 to implement measures designed to strengthen
the region. 1 Accordingly, Charles III ordered the reorganization of
the northern provinces into the separate and independent Comandancia General de las Provincias Internas, comprising the
,Provinces of California, Sonora, New Mexico, Nueva Vizcaya,
HE QUESTION
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Coahuila, and Texas. For the position of Commandant General,
the King appointed don T eodoro de Croix, Caballero of the
Teutonic order and former castellan of the port of Acapulco. 2
Croix's appointment carried with it certain royal instructions
pertaining to the administration of the nascent autonomous command. With regard to frontier security, the Commandant General
was ordered to begin the formation of a provincial militia corps in
Nueva Vizcaya to include additional Indian auxiliaries.s To
further consolidate the defense of the territory, Croix was instructed to establish well-organized frontier settlements capable of
defending themselves against Indian depredations. 4 While a
principal article of die royal instructions admonished Croix to
secure the conversion of the numerous Indian nations indigenous
to the region, the Commandant General placed preponderant
empha,sis upon matters associated with the security of his command. 5
.
In order to observe the actual condition of his new command
at first hand, Croix conducted an extensive inspection of the
northern frontier. During this he convened three juntas de
guerra. 6 His own observations and the recommendations of the
councils of war led the Commandant General to conclude that
the presidial line was poorly placed and incapable of defending
the interior settlements. 7 Accordingly, Croix ordered the realignment of certain presidios in Nueva Vizcaya and Coahuila to more
effectively protect the interior, and to coincide with the proposed
lihe of military settlements. This strategy was based on a concept
of two separate but mutually supporting lines of defense: a
primary line of presidios and a secondary line of military settlements. 8 The existing presidial line was reorganized into three
divisions, each of which provided a forward screen for the assigned sector of the military settlement line. The military settlement line in tum added depth to the system of defense and rendered assistance to the presidial line when and where required. 9
This organizational concept was designed to consolidate defense
at critical points by drawing the presidialline closer to the interior
settlements and coordinating the activities of both lines of de-
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fense. 1o The establishment of the line of military settlements was
essentially completed by May 1780 and, with slight modification,
this basic defensive strategy remained intact until the termination
of Croix's administration in 1783.
While the primary line of defense involved only the relocation
or redistribution of forces already in existence, the secondary line
of defense was quite another matter. The establishment of the
latter cordon necessitated not only the construction of settlements
but also the creation of a militia force to garrison the line. When
Croix assumed office, he found only 1,997 troops on the entire
frontier and therefore asked the Viceroy of New Spain, Antonio
Marla Bucareli, for an immediate increase of 2,000 men. l l But
the existing forces were already burdening the royal treasury with
.an annual requirement of 800,000 pesos; and because of the
imminent possibility of international war, further funds could not
be allocated for the frontier. Confronted with an obvious impasse,
Croix began the establishment of a provincial militia corps in
Nueva Vizcaya to provide the additional troop strength necessary
to garrison the line of frontie,r settlements and secure the principal
interior villas, reales de minas, and pueblos. 12
ORGANIZATION OF THE MILITIA

IN JULY 1777 the Commandant General dispatched officers of his
command to each interior locality to study the economic situation
and initiate the recruitment -Of able-bodied citizens. By April
1779 Croix's officers had succeeded in forming six militia corps
in Nueva Vizcaya and one in Coahuila, comprising a total of
1,852 Spaniards and 1,331 Indian auxiliaries. 13 Of these seven
militia corps, four were considered by Croix to be oriented toward
the Rio Grande, while the remaining three were concerned with
the territory south of the Rio Nazas. 14 It was these militia units
which Croix subsequently drew upon to garrison the military
settlement line and supply the compafiias volantes. 15
The first of the four Rio Grande-oriented militia; units placed
in an operational posture was designated the Provincial Dragoon
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Corps of San Carlos. Established on 26 April 1778, it was composed of a total of 570 men organized into one squadron of four
Spanish companies and six Indian squads, and a second squadron
of three Spanish companies and five Indian squads. 16 As was
standard with the entire militia corps, each Spanish company was
authorized a total of forty-five men, including officers; however,
one company in each squadron was assigned a drummer, raising
its total strength to forty-six men. Each Indian squad was generally composed of a contingent of twenty-five men. 17 The jurisdiction of the San Carlos dragoons included the settlements of
Parral, Santa Barbara, Guajoquilla, Cerrogordo, and Cienega de
los Olivos. The Spanish companies were garrisoned within these
settlements, while the Indian squads were assigned to their
respective villages. 1s
The Provincial Dragoon Corps of Principe, Santiago, and
Santa Rosa de Cosiguriachic formed the remainder of the militia
units oriented toward the northern frontier. The Principe militia
corps, composed of ten companies of Spaniards and ten squads
of Tarahumara Indians organized into three squadrons with a
total of 671 men, was assigned jurisdiction over the region which
included the settlements of Chihuahua, Satevo, and San Ger6nimo. 19 The Provincial Drago~ns of Santa Rosa de Cosiguriachic
formed the largest of the seven militia corps, with 978 men
organized into six Spanish companies and 29 Indian squads. The
area of responsibility of this unit included the real de minas of
Cosiguriachic and its dependencies and the Tarahumara villages
which extended along the Sierra Madre Occidental from Papigochic to Carichic. 20 In the province of Coahuila, the Santiago
militia corps was assigned to the settlements of Alamo, Parras, and
Saltillo. The small contingent of 294 men was organized into two
squadrons with a total of seven companies, one of which was
composed of Tlaxcalan Indians from the pueblo of San Esteban
de Tlaxcala. 21
South of the Rio Nazas, where hostilities were not as intense
as on the northern frontier, Croix established the Provincial
Dragoon Corps of Durango, San Gabriel, and San Juan Bau-
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tista. 22 In Durango, Croix's subordinates initially proceeded to
form six companies of militia, but in the light of the relatively
secure position of the provincial capital, the Commandant General felt it more prudent to reduce this number to three companies
with a total strength of 126 men. 23 Along the same lines as that
established in Durango except with the augmentation of one
company of 3 I Indian auxiliaries from the pueblo of San Francisco de Malpals, Croix established the San Gabriel militia corps
to garrison the villa of Nombre de Dios, some thirty miles east of
Durango. 24 In the more exposed region, which included the
settlements of Papasquiaro, Mapiml, and Cuencame, Croix felt
it imperative to form the San Juan Bautista militia corps with
eight Spanish companies and two squads of Indian auxiliaries,
with a total strength of 38 7 men. 25
The Caballero de Croix astutely recognized that variations in
local conditions would preclude the attainment of numerical
uniformity in the organization of the seven militia corps. He
therefore designed the general arrangement to accommodate each
specific district,26 By mid-I 779 militia units had been successfully
established in all of the principal settlements along the two
hundred and fifty leagues of frontier which extended from the
Sierra Madre Occidental to the province of Coahuila. Only in
the Santiago militia district did the Commandant General fail to
complete the formation of units. In the villas of Saltillo and Parras
his efforts met with considerable resistance from certain irreconcilable wealthy landowners. 27
With the formation of the provincial militia corps complete,
Croix next turned his attention to the establishment of the line of
military settlements prescribed by Article 14 of his Royal Instructions. 28 Croix's original intention had been to maintain both
a provincial militia corps and a line of military settlements. But
contributions and taxes having approached their maximum limits,
it was decided to garrison the military settlements with militiamen
from the already created provincial militia COrpS.29 This plan
naturally encountered considerable opposition from the settlements whose residents had contributed substantial sums for the
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establishment of militia units in their respective areas. Croix envisioned the military settlement line as enhancing the overall
security of the frontier, but the citizens failed to understand the
advantage of this plan over one allowing each locality to maintain
its own integral militia force. 3o This opposition to the relocation
of certain militia units persisted throughout Croix's administration
and caused him considerable frustration, particularly in the settlements of Parras and Saltillo.
The line of military settlements, as established by Croix, served
a double purpose: first and foremost it was a defensive cordon
designed to add depth to the presidialline; and secondly, the settlements provided food for both the militia and the presidios. 31
Under the direction of Lieutenant Colonel Manuel Munoz, the
construction of the settlement line began in October 1779. The
first settlement, "Namiquipa, was garrisoned by a picket of militia
with their families drawn from the provincial militia corps of
Santa Rosa de Cosiguriachici32 The subsequent settlements were
similarly secured by contingents taken from the provincial militia
corps nearest to the location of each respective settlement. By
May of 1780 the first cordon of the settlement line extending
from Namiquipa to Coyame had been completed;33 The second
cordon, established during 178 I, stretched from Dolores to Cuafro
Cienegas circumventing the Bolson de Mapimi, and included
three forty-man posts between Calabazillas and Saltillo. To
provide additional security to the interior, Croix reactivated the
suppressed presidios of Cerro Gordo and El Pasaje and garrisoned
them with militiamen assigned the duty of escorting traffic from
the Rio Nazas to Chihuahua. 34
The next organizational measure implemented by Croix was
designed to provige the militia with some flexibility and to relieve
the militia fund from increasing expenditures. From his force of
1,852 Spanish militiamen, the Commandant General formed a
unit of three hundred men to be maintained on active service at
all times. This contin"gent of dragoons was assigned the missi~n
"to carry the war to the rancherias of the hostile Indians, to dislodge those [Indians] who may penetrate between the lines, and
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to castigate those who attempt to introduce hostilities into the
province."35 Croix also planned to employ this unit to augment
the presidial line by either reinforcing understrength presidios or
replacing garrisons engaged in offensive campaigns. 36 The troops
of this unit were enlisted for a term of six years, following which
they received certificates awarding permanent exemption from
further frontier military service. Moreover, after completing the
prescribed term of enlistment, these militiamen were eligible for
grants of land (solares) within the military settlement line.37
From the remaining 1,552 militiamen, Croix organized a special
force of 176 grenadiers (granaderos) for the accomplishment of
particularly arduous missions. 3s The unit was composed of the
four tallest, strongest, and most robust men in each of the 44
militia companies, who remained with their respective units until
assembled in part or intact at the order of the Commandant General. The grenadiers placed no additional fiscal requirement upon
the militia fund as they were paid only when mobilized for a
particular assignment. 311
The formation of these two special units reduced the number
of uncommitted Spanish militiamen available to garrison the
military settlement line to 1,376 men. But Croix considered the
aforementioned disposition of forces to be the most advantageous
for the defense of the province since it permitted effective military
operations, assured the ultimate defense of the territory, and relieved the royal treasury of expenditures it would have otherwise
been obligated to make. Moreover, these militia units could also
be committed to counter any threat posed by European encroachment. 40
Supplementing the Spanish militiamen were a total of 1,331
Indian auxiliaries distributed as follows: Santa Rosa de Cosiguriachic, 725; Principe, 250; San Carlos, 275; San Juan Bautista,
50; and San Gabriel, 3 I. These Indian auxiliaries served without
pay even when engaged in offensive campaigns, the provision
of daily rations being their sole remuneration. 41 While the principal mission of the Indian auxiliaries was the defense of their
respective villages, Croix also assigned them an important role in
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securing the frontier as a whole. The Santa Rosa contingent,
largest by far, was given the mission of interdicting the frontier
from the Sierra Madre Occidental to the Real de Cosiguriachic
and providing mutual warning and support for contiguous Indian
villages. In lieu of interdiction operations, the Indian auxiliaries
attached to the Principe, San Juan, and San Carlos militia corps
were assigned special joint operations with their Spanish counterparts in the vicinity of the Bolson de Mapimi. A second type of
operation involved the employment of two detachments of thirty
Indian auxiliaries each and an equal contingent of Spaniards to
conduct annual visitas to Tarahumara and Tepehuana villages in
order to insure their tranquility and apprehend intransigents. 42
In all of these operations, Croix permitted the Indians to wear
their native clothing, use their own weapons (bows and arrows
primarily), and conduct their marches on foot. They were, however, placed under the command of the captain of their respective
militia corps and subject to the supervision of the Commandant
of Militias and the Inspector of. Militias. In all cases, Indian
auxiliaries were permitted to reside in their own villages but were
required to solicit written approval from their Spanish commander in order to leave. 43
RECRUITMENT OF THE MILITIA

PRIOR to the establishment of an organized militia, the response
of frontier settlements to Indian depredations was characterized by
inconsistency and inefficiency. Captain Ignacio Garda Rebollo,
in a report to Commandant General Croix, provides a pertinent
illustration of the procedure used by the settlement of Parras to
assemble and equip a reaction force:
The method which settlements have followed in gathering for campaigns is for each individual to present himself at the royal house
with all the necessary equipment, arms, mounts, and clothing; and
when the situation required it the citizens and merchants contributed money and provisions for the equipping of most of the
men.44
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As may be seen from this description, the method of raising a
contingent of settlers to give chase to raiding Apaches was a
lengthy and uncertain procedure. Moreover, the process of selecting individuals t<;>, participate in the castigation of hostiles was
subject to considerable abuse and injustice. GeneralIy, participants
were selected by the local administrator Cjusticia) who most often
conscripted those citizens least able to afford the gratuities and
donations which would have exempted them from such service. 45
With such obvious inequities contributing to the impotence
of frontier defense, the CabalIero de Croix initiated recruitment
procedures designed to eliminate discriminatory selection of
militiamen.
The procedure adopted to select individuals for service in the
militia was known as the sorteo. It consisted of a system of drawing lots from among the eligible men of a particular settlement to
determine who would be required to serve in the militia. 46 To
supplement the sorteo, Croix permitted the practice of election of
officers to continue, as he felt that the militia would operate more
effectively under leaders of their own choosing. It was Croix's
belief that this process of arbitrary selection would not only
eliminate many past injustices but would also filI the militia with
fit men while leaving those not on the rolIs free to pursue their
respective occupations. 47
As an incentive to enlistment, the Commandant General, with
royal approval, extended the privileges and exemptions of the
fuero militar to the militia. 48 The fuero militar consisted of a
special privilege given to officers and enlisted men granting them
the benefit of military jp.risdiction in both civil and criminal
cases. 49 While engaged in active service, alI militiamen held the
complete fuero; but during periods of inactivity, only the officers
and their wives enjoyed the full fuero, the enlisted men retaining
military jurisdiction in only criminal cases. 50 In addition to the
privileges conferred by the fuero militar, certain pre-eminences
such as relief from various taxes and exemption from the requirement to provide quarters and subsistence to the regular army were
also extended to the militia. 51 The fuero militar, while effective as
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an incentive for enlistment in the militia, was also a source of
friction between civil and military authorities. The special privilege was frequently used by militiamen as a general license for
evasion of the law. 52
:..,
In the area of recruitment, Croix experienced minimal difficulty
in the establishment of the militia. While the transient nature of
many frontier settlements placed a heavier reliance upon the more
rooted populations and variable local conditions prevented the
creation of a uniform number of militia companies, there were no
insurmountable obstacles. The population of more than 100,000
citizens indicated on the general tax roles (padrones generales de
pohlaciones) proved to be more than sufficient to maintain the
desired level of militia troop strength. 53 Moreover, some recalcitrant individuals notwithstanding, the precarious condition of the
northern frontier"left little doubt in the minds of most settlers
that an organized ~ystem of defense was imperative.
TRAINING OF THE MILITIA

THE implementation of an efficacious training program was yet
another factor in the raising and maintaining of a viable militia.
In pursuit of this objective, the Commandant General considered
as most desirable the establishment of a cadre of regular officers,
sergeants, and corporals to conduct the training, of militiamen.
But the austere condition of the frontier precluded the costly
maintenance of a sufficient number of cadre, and any lesser
number would have been unable to accomplish the task. 54 As a
solution to this dilemma, Croix implemented a compromise program in which veteran officers were assigned, on a one-time
basis, to provide instruction to the officers of the militia. Following
this instruction, the militia officers were then reasonably qualified
to conduct the training of their respective companies without
assistance from regular officers. 55
It was envisioned as a consequence of this program that militia
units would be able to conduct training in their own villages
every Sunday, every two weeks, or every month according to the
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interval most compatible with the local situation. The fact that
this form of training was only marginal at best did not escape the
scrutiny of the Commandant General, who was fully aware that
it would never be totally adequate. Croix, however, felt that the
program was sufficient for the services which the militia would be
required to perform, and at a minimum, the militia would be
more effective than raw recruits. 56

REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES OF THE MILITIA

By FAR the most formidable impediment to the establishment of
the militia was obtaining sufficient revenues to insure its formation and maintenance. The escalating expenditures for the defense of New Spain exacerbated by the austerity measures imposed by the Royal Order of 1779 forced Teodoro de Croix to
rely exclusively upon local resources to finance the militia. 57 Sufficient funds were obtained by imposing certain excise taxes upon
the population and by soliciting contributions. Croix's initial
efforts to secure funds were quite successful, for the inhabitants
of Nueva Vizcaya were generally without reluctance to contribute
to the security of their province. 58 But the continuing burden of
additional taxes produced subsequent opposition and ambivalence,
particularly in the settlements of Parras and Saltillo, and a corresponding decrease in revenues. In general, however, the measures implemented produced sufficient income to enable Croix
to successfully raise and maintain a. formal militia corps.
Voluntary contributions from individual citizens, collectively
termed donativos, constituted the primary source of revenue for
the creation of the militia. The donativos consisted principally of
currency contributions, but they were also rendered in clothing,
weapons, livestock, and trappings which could be used by the
militiamen. Contributions varied in accordance with the financial
condition of a particular settlement, with the wealthier communities generally furnishing the largest portion of the donations. For
example, within the district of the San Juan Bautista militia
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corps, the settlement of San Juan del Rio contributed 16,264 pesos
while only 61 pesos were obtained from the small village of £1
Gallo. 59 Corresponding donativo variations also occurred between
militia districts; the relatively wealthy district of San Juan Bautista
gave a total of 30,829 pesos while the district of Santa Rosa de
Cosiguriachic, inhabited primarily by Indians, furnished only
5,618 pesos. 60 These disparities did not, however, impede the
establishment of the militia. By August 1780, donativos had
yielded a total of 131,841 pesos, an amount more than sufficient
to cover the initial costs of forming the seven militia corps.61
To supplement the donativos in the establishment of the militia
and to serve as the principal source of revenue for its ensuing
maintenance, Croix levied arbitrios or excise taxes upon the sale
of selected items. The imposition of arbitrios varied by item and
amount of tax with the financial condition of each respective district. In the wealthy mining district of Parral, the following
arbitrios yielded nearly 11,000 pesos annually:62
real tax on each silver marc
real tax on each gold marc converted to silver
I real tax on each mule entering from another province
3 pesos tax on each quintal barrel of aguardiente
I peso tax on each quintal barrel of wine
2 reales tax on each steer killed or sold
4 reales tax on each bull killed or sold
2 reales tax on each mule or horse sold
I real tax on each measure (carga) of flour sold
I
I

Other products such as wool, tobacco, wheat, wood (cut for resale), salt, cheese, fruit, and mescal received corresponding levies.
By August 1780 arbitrios had produced a total of 66,588 pesos
which, when added to the amount received to this point from
donativos, gave the militia fund a total of 198,430 pesos. It was
envisioned by Croix that the continued imposition of arbitrios
would provide an annual income of 80,4°0 pesos for the indefinite sustenance of the militia. 63
To administer the collection and disbursement of militia funds,
Croix established superior juntas de arbitrios in the towns of
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Chihuahua, Parral, Durango, and Parras. These juntas collected
the arbitrios from all regions of the province and deposited them
in the treasuries of their respective districts every four months.
The treasuries in turn remitted statements of account to the
superior treasuries of either Durango or Chihuahua to be verified
by royal treasury officials. Finally, a complete account was furnished annually to the Commandant General to enable its
eventual remittance to the King. 64 Under this arrangement,
militia funds were collected, administered, and disbursed from
locations in the proximity of the seven militia corps· rather than
being centralized in some distant administrative center. Moreover,
this system as established required only slight modification upon
implementation of the Intendancy System. 65
The imposition of arbitrios did not meet with the ubiquitous
approval of all residents of the northern frontier. Some settlements
attempted to attain relief from the levies by claiming to have
experienced debilitating epidemics or impoverishing harvests,
while others simply moved their livestock into the adjacent province of Nueva Galicia to avoid payment of taxes. Included
among this latter group were the prominent hacendados don Juan
Lucas de Lasaga and the Marques de San Miguel de Aguayo,
owners of considerable land in the vicinity of the villas of Parras
and Saltillo. 66 From the inception of the militia, the imposition of
additional taxes had encountered vehement opposition from the
citizens of this region. 67 By 1782, collections from Parras, a city
with an annual commerce valued at 400,000 pesos, totaled only
68
7,000 pesos in donativos and 10,000 pesos in arbitrios.
As a
consequence of this recalcitrance, Croix was unable to complete
the formation of the Santiago militia corps.
Exacerbating the difficulties encountered in collecting the required revenues, the Commandant General was compelled to
answer charges of incompetence levied against him by the prominent hacendados Marques de Aguayo and Sefior Lasaga. These
two men had previously complained to the King that as a result
of the inactivity of both presidial and militia forces, their properties had been subjected to increasing Indian harassment. In
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support of these allegations, they referred to the interval of peace
achieved during the administration of Inspector-General Hugo
O'Conor (1772-1776).69 In responding to these charges, Croix
placed the blame for any insecurity in that region on the hacendados themselves. He cited their continued 'resistance to the imposition of arbitrios and their reluctance to provide donativos as the
principal reason for the inability to effectively form the militia in
Parras and Saltillo. As to the contention of an interval of peace
during O'Conor's administration, Croix suggested that perhaps
previous frontier commanders might not have accurately reported
the actual extent of hostilities. 70
Throughout his administration, Croix maintained a genuine
concern for fhe equitable and just imposition of taxes. In this
task, he faced the paradoxical dilemma of being incapable of
securing the frontier without the militia and of being unable to
obtain contributions without curtailing hostilities. Under these
circumstances, it is indeed remarkable that Croix succeeded in
obtaining sufficient revenues to meet the expenditures entailed by
the militia. Despite these obstacles, the Commandant General by
mid- 1782 had collected donativos and arbitrios amounting to
300,000 pesos, a sum that was more than sufficient to meet the
requirements of the provincial militia. 71
The establishment of the militia required considerable expenditures for the purchase of uniforms, armaments, mounts, and
trappings, the preponderance of which were provided by the
militia fund. The following figures summarize the cost of equipping each of the three hundred militiamen whom Croix desired
to retain on continuous active service: 72
Uniform
Musket (escopeta)
Saber (espada ancha)
Brace of pistols (2)
Saddle and trappings
Horses (2)
Riding Mule

45 pesos
10

4
10

15
8
20

Total . . . . . . 112 pesos
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To this total of 33,600 pesos, must also be added the extra sum of
4,500 pesos for the purchase of 150 supply mules, which were
distributed in the ratio of 25 mules for every 50 militiamen.
The salaries of the officers and men to be maintained on active
service constituted the single largest recurring expenditure to the
militia fund. The payment of gratuities and salaries to the contingent of three hundred dragoons amounted to an annual cost of
60,120 pesos distributed as follows: 73
Pay for 12 Sergeants
(240 pesos each per year)

2,880

Pay for 6 Drummers
(120 pesos each) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pay for 24 Corporals
(216 pesos each)

720
5,184

Pay for 258 Soldiers
-49.536
(192 pesos each)
Gratuities for 300 Men
(300 pesos for each 50 men) ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,800
Total

1:.

60, 120

Administrative expenses totaling 6,000 pesos, an allocation of
2,000 pesos to supply rations to Indian auxiliaries participating in
campaigns, and an allotment of 1,000 pesos for the purchase of
arms and ammunition for the settlement guards brought the total
annual requirement for the active militia to 69,120 pesos. 74
Available documentary evidence provides no precise indication
of the pay received by militiamen not engaged in active service.
It can be assumed that the remainder of the militia, while being
maintained in as great a state of readiness as possible, received no
pay unless activated. The schedule of payments for the militia of
El Paso del Norte (Province of New Mexico) set down by Croix
in the General Report of April 23, 1782, provides some indication
of the rate at which activated militia units were paid: 75
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Captains
Lieutenants
SubLieutenants
Sergeants
Corporals
Soldiers

239
12

8
6
5
4
3

reales
reales
reales
reales
reales
reales

per
per
per
per
per
per

day
day
day
day
day
day

To accommodate additional expenditures of this nature, the militia
fund maintained the contingency sum of 20,000 pesos, which if
not used was carried forward into the subsequent year. 76
Between December 1778 and August 1780 expenditures for the
purchase of uniforms, armaments and mounts, salaries, powder
aI)d ball, and construction of the military settlement line totaled
94,845 pesos. In this same interval, receipts from arbitrios and
donativos amounted to 198,430 pesos, leaving a net balance of
103,585 pesos. With the sum of 20,000 pesos withheld by Croix
" for anticipated emergency expenditures, there remained a surplus
of 83,585 pesos to be carried forward into 1781.77 To augment this
balance and to sustain the militia fund indefinitely were the annual arbitrio revenues estimated initially at 80,400 pesos but later
revised down to 60,000 pesos. 78 While Croix did not have an
overabundance of revenues by any means, he did secure sufficient
funds to maintain the militia and complete the line of military
settlements. But difficulties with the imposition of additional taxes
continued to plague the Commandant. General throughout his
administration, and he was constantly striving' to establish an
equitable system for the collection and distribution of militia
funds. 79
CONCLUSION

ON August 15, 1783, Commandant General Teodoro de Croix
relinquished his command to his subordinate Felipe de Neve and
departed the northern frontier of New Spain to assume the prestigious position of Viceroy of Peru. 80 The policies of his administra-
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tion brought to the frontier an unprecedented era of peace and
stability. Attesting to the success of his predecessor, Commandant
General Neve informed the King that considerable amelioration
in· the general security of the Internal Provinces had been observed. Specifically, Neve reported that hostilities had decreased,
the efficacy of troops and officers had increased, and active offensive campaigns had become a common occurrence. 8 ! But with
Neve's untimely death in August 1784 and the ensuing division
of the Commandancy General, efforts to continue Croix's policies
were repeatedly frustrated and ultimately abandoned. 82
The viability of the provincial militia following Croix's departure is open to speculation; conclusive documentary evidence
has not yet been examined or possibly does not exist. On the basis
of what evidence is available, it appears that the militia fell victim
to administrative apathy and public opposition to the continuous
imposition of taxes. Viceroy Bernardo de Galvez during his brief
administration (1785-1786) faced the omnipresent dilemma of
overburdening the populace with taxes or being unable to maintain a militia to secure the frontier. 83 In the face of continued opposition, particularly from the citizens of Parras and Saltillo,
Galvez instructed Commandant General Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola
to submit recommendations for the reform of the militia. 84 It
would appear on the basis of this order that the militia had deteriorated considerably in the interim since Croix's departure.
The report of Esteban Lorenzo de Tristan, Bishop of Durango,
provides further evidence of the subsequent condition of the
militia. The Bishop contended that as a result of partisanship and
the influence of vested interests, the militia had atrophied to a
point of ineffectuality by 1788. He attributed the attrition of militia strength to lack of pay, low morale, and inactivity, and urged a
return to the professional and viable militia established during
Croix's administration. 85 Other evidence indicates that vehement
opposition to the continued imposition of arbitrios to support the
militia persisted into the administration of Viceroy Conde de
Revillagigedo (1789-1794).86 Finally, the comments of Zebulon
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Montgomery Pike concerning the condition of the militia in 1807
are worthy of note:
The militia are not worthy of particular notice. . . . At a muster
of a regiment of militia at Chihuahua one of my men attended, and
informed me that there were about 25 who had fire-arms and lances,
50 with bows and arrows only. . . . As to military spirit they
have none.8T

Pike's description of this contingent of the Nueva Vizcaya militia
is bleak indeed.
The ultimate fate that the militia appears to have suffered may
have been inevitable under any circumstances. Despite the rapid
changes which plagued the Commandancy General following
Croix's departure, events outside of New Spain played a major
role in shaping the destiny of the northern frontier. The French
Revolution of 1789, the growing aggressiveness of the nascent
United States toward Florida and Louisiana, and the controversy
with England over Nootka Sound (1789-1790) all combined to
divert Spain's attention from the northern frontier permanently
at a time when funds and personnel were critically needed.8s In
any event, notwithstanding the subsequent state of the militia, it
is clear that Teodoro de Croix brought an unprecedented measure
of security to the Internal Provinces and that the militia played a
decisive role in the achievement of this objective.
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APPENDIX A
THE PROVINCIAL MILITIA CORPS
OF NUEVA VIZCAYA, 177989
SAN CARLOS 570 Men
1St Squadron-I 69 men
1St Co-Parral
2nd Co-Valle de San Bartolome
3rd Co-Real del Oro
4th Co-Cienega de los Olivos
Indians-150 men
2nd Squadron-I26 men
1St Co-Santa Barbara
2nd Co-Guajoquilla
3rd Co-Cerro Gordo
Indians-I 25 men
PRINCIPE

671 Men

1St Squadron-I 27 men
1St Co-Chihuahua
2nd Co-Chihuahua
3rd Co-Chihuahua
2nd Squadron-I 26 men
1St Co-Chuviscar
2nd Co-Santa Isabel
3rd Co-Babonoyava
Indians-I25 men
3rd Squadron-I 68 men
1St Co-Satevo
2nd Co-Santa Cruz de Fapacolmes
3rd Co-Julimes
4th Co-San Geronimo
Indians-I 25 men
DURANGO

126 Men

1St Squadron
1St Co-Durango
2nd Co-Hacienda de Carcaria
3rd Co-Hacienda de Guadalupe
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SAN JUAN 387 Men
1St Squadron-169 men
1St Co-San Juan del RIO
2nd Co-Real de Coneto
3rd Co-Valle de la Sauceda
4thC<r-Santiago Papasquiaro
Indians-50 men
2nd Squadron- I68 men
1St Co-Cactlan
2nd Co-Real de Mapimi
3rd Co-RIo de Nazas
4th C<r-Real de Cuencame
SAN GABRIEL 157 Men
1St Squadron-126 men
1St C<r-Villa de Nombre de Dios
2nd Co-Villa de Nombre de Dios
3rd Co-Villa de Nombre de Dios
Indians-3 I men
SANTA ROSA DB COSIGURIACHIC 978 Men
1St Squadron-I 27 men
1St C<r-Real de Cosiguriachic
2nd Co-Carretas
3rd C<r-Cerro Prieto
Indians-250 men
2nd Squadron-126 men
1St Co-Valle de Basuchil
2nd C<r-Papigochic
3rd C<r-Tem6sachic
Indians-475 men
SANTIAGO 294 Men
1St Squadron-I 68 men
1St Co-Pueblo de Alamo
2nd Co-Parras'
3rd C<r-Parras
4th Co-Parras
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2nd Squadran-126 men
I st Co-Villa del Saltillo
2nd Co-Villa del Saltillo
3rd Co-San Esteban de Tlaxcala

APPENDIXB
THE MILITARY SETTLEMENT LINE, 1780

Distribution of Forces in Nueva Vizcaya and Coahuila9O
LINES

POSTS

I st

Janos
Casas Grandes
S. Buenaventura
Carrizal
San Eleazario
La Babia in Santa Rosa
Aguaverde in San
Fernando
San Juan Bautista

95
100

Namiquipa
Malanoche
Majalca
San Ger6nimo
Hormigas
Chorreras
Pueblito
Coyame
Presidio de Las Juntas
Dolores
Anc6n de Carras
Santa Rita
Guajoquilla
Las Canas
Pelayo

5°
4°
4°
3°
4°
3°
4°
4°
100

Line: Presidios

Presidios of
N. Vizcaya
Presidios of
Coahuila

2nd Line: Settlements

Settlements of
Nueva Vizcaya
1st Cordon

Settlements of
Nueva Vizcaya
2nd Cordon

MEN

LINE TOTALS

7°
7°
7°
7°

4°5

7°
7°

210

3°
4°
5°
3°
5°
5°

410

25°
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Settlements of
Nueva Vizcaya
3rd Cordon

Settlements of
Coahuila

San Juan de Casta
200
Calabazillas
Three 4o-man posts
from Calabazillas
120
to Saltillo
Two 50-man posts between
100
Saltillo and Monclova
Villa de Monclova
3°
Nadadores
3°
Sardinas
4°
Cuatro Cienegas
5°
............. 172 5
Total

245
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MANUEL ARMIJO'S FAMILY HISTORY

JANIlT LeCOMPTE

T

HERE is no more persistent or perverse legend than that of the
humble birth and infamous youth of Manuel Armijo, New
Mexico's last Mexican governor. The story started while Armijo
was at the height of his power; it has been printed and reprinted
these hundred and thirty years with scarcely a skeptic dissent.!
The legend seems to have been set down first by George Wilkins
Kendall, in sketches written for the New Orleans Picayune in
1842. In 1844 Kendall gathered the sketches into a book, his
best-selling Narrative of the Texan Santa Fe Expedition. 2 Here
Kendall devoted' a page and a half to Armijo's beginnings; his
birth near Albuquerque of low and disreputable parents, his early
pilfering of neighbor's sheep, his later extensive larcenies which,
along with good luck at monte, led to his considerable wealth and
his learning to read and write.
.
Many years later, James J. Webb, a Santa Fe trader who knew
Armijo, described him as a self-made man who had taught himself
to read a Catholic primer as he herded sheep, and to do sums with
a soft stone on the knees of his buckskin breeches. s There are
other versions of Armijo's early life, some of them different
enough to suggest an independent source, but all adhering to the
basic story that he was born poor and of obscure family and rose
to wealth through stealing sheep.4
The story must have had its genesis among the Americans in
New Mexico-the Santa Fe traders-and its nonsense must have
been so patent that no contemporary native of New Mexico, even
Armijo, bothered to refute it. A statement of Kendall's suggests
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that Armijo himself propagated the tale, boasting to his friends of
the ewe he stole and sold back to "Old Chavez" fourteen times. 5
Perhaps the story started as Armijo's joke and was swallowed
whole by the gullible and fascinated Americans.
In point of fact, Manuel Armijo was a member in good standing of both the Armijo and Chavez families, of which that keen
observer George F. Ruxton wrote in 1848, "the families of
Armijo, Chavez, Perea and Ortiz are par excellence the ricas
of New Mexico."6 Governor Armijo was born in 1790 according
to the 1850 census of New Mexico where, in January 1851, he
gave his age as sixty and his wife Trinidad's as forty-five. 7 His
wife's full name was Marla Trinidad Gabaldon, as is shown in his
will of December 1853.8 Evidence of his birth, such as baptismal
records, is missing, along with other records of the parish of Belen
for that period. So we turn to The Origins of New Mexico
Families, a distinguished piece of research by Fray Angelico
Chavez, whose knowledge of parish registers and other archives of
New Mexico is unsurpassed. Fray Angelico has located the names
of Manuel Armijo's parents in a document dated 1819 in which
Manuel Armijo, son of Don Vicente Armijo and Dona Marla
Barbara Chavez, asked to marry Trinidad Gabaldon, daughter of
Jose Miguel Gabaldon and Marla Dolores Ortiz. From this starting point and with Fray Angelico's help, we can take Manuel
Armijo's ancestors back through the centuries to their arrival in
New Mexico. 9
Manuel Armijo's mother was Barbara Casilda Duran y Chaves
(the "Duran" was dropped by most of the family before the nineteenth century, and the final "s" changed to a "z")' Her greatgreat-great grandfather was Pedro Gomez Duran y Chaves, native
of Spain, province of Estremadura, village of Valverde de Llerena
where half the population is still named Chavez. Pedro Duran y
Chaves was in New Mexico by 1600, a sergeant with Onate's
troops. He married Dona Isabel de Bohorquez Baca, daughter of
Christobal Baca, a captain in Onate's troops. Dona Isabel was a
lady; she owned a hacienda of her own near San Felipe Pueblo,
and she knew how to write. Don Pedro was probably one of the
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founders of the villa of Santa Fe in 1610, and by 1626 he was
commander of all New Mexico troopS.10
Don Pedro's eldest son was Don Fernando Duran y Chaves
who inherited his father's encomienda and lost it later when he
took the friars' part against the governor and was forced to flee the
territory. He returned in 1646 as escort for the new governor. In
1650 and 1663 he was again in trouble for supporting the friars
and was imprisoned in the Palace of the Governors. By 1669 he
had died, perhaps in an Indian expedition he led in 1668.11
Don Fernando's son, Don Fernando Duran y Chavez II, was a
captain who fled to £1 Paso del Norte during the Indian rebellion
of 1680 with his wife, Lucia Hurtado de Salas, and their four
small children. He and his now augmented family returned with
Vargas in 1693, Don Fernando leading the entrada into Santa Fe.
He was the only Chavez to return, and thus he became the progenitor of the family in New Mexico. Shortly afterwards, he
moved to his lands at Bernalillo where the family seat remained
for centuries to come. 12
Don Fernando's son Pedro was one of the founders of Albuquerque in 1706, and married Juana Montoya by whom he had
ten children and five more by a second wife. One of the younger
children by his first wife was Diego Antonio Duran y Chaves,
who married his third cousin Juana Silva in 1740 and produced
the mother of Manuel Armijo in 1755.13
In 1769, Barbara Casilda Duran y Chaves, aged fourteen, was
married to her neighbor Vicente Ferrer Armijo, aged thirty-four,
the marriage doubtless arranged by their parents. Seven of the
groom's eleven brothers and sisters also married members of the
Chavez family, several of them Barbara's brothers and sisters. This
extensive intermarrying between the families continued for generations, even though the Armijo family was not quite as rich or
prominent.14
The first of the New Mexico Armijos was Vicente's greatgrandfather Jose de Armijo, who was persuaded to emigrate to
New Mexico from his native Zacatecas in May 1695, with his
wife Catalina Duran and their four sons, who all added their
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mother's name to their patronym. The fourth son was Vicente
Ferrer Duran y Armijo who in 1703 married half-Indian Mana de
Apodaca. Marfa's mother, Juana de Apodaca, had been captured
as a girl by Indians and had borne Marfa while a captive. When
Juana was finally rescued, Marfa was baptized, with Governor
Vargas as godfather. 15 The Indian admixture may have accounted
for Manuel Armijo's swarthy complexion, described as "a shade
or two darker than the dubious and varying Spanish."16
At his death, Vicente Duran y Armijo left a comfortable estate
to his three sons. l7 The second son was Salvador Manuel de
Armijo who married Francisca Alfonsa Lucero y Godoy in Santa
Fe in 1734. In his will, dated 1764, Salvador Manuel described
himself as a poor soldier who by hard work had acquired a plenty
of worldly goods at Albuquerque and had raised twelve children.
The eldest child, born in 1735, was Vicente Ferrer Armijo, father
of Manuel Armijo.18
By 1790 Vicente Ferrer Armijo and his wife Barbara were living at the Plaza de San Antonio in Albuquerque where the census
described him as a stockman, lieutenant in the militia, and father
of seven children. The census does not name the children, but
Fray Angelico discovered that one was Juan, married to Rosalia
Ortega, another was Manuel, married to Trinidad Gabaldon, and
a third was Isadora, married to Jesus Maria Chavez.19
Once and for all, Fray Angelico's research has demolished the
tradition of Manuel Armijo's "low and disreputable" parents. Instead they were members of two of the great landowning families
of the Rio Abajo whose houses were adobe fortresses and whose
acres, tended by peons, spread out in irrigated fields along the
Rio Grande below Albuquerque. Francisco Xavier Chavez, from
whom Armijo was supposed to have stolen sheep, was his distant
cousin and related to him by scores of intermarriages.
But, someone will rightfully argue, Manuel Armijo's relationship to the Chavez family does not make it impossible that he
would steal sheep from them, if he were that kind of rascal. Nor
does his relationship to the Armijos make it impossible that he
grew up 'illiterate in a poverty-stricken household, a stunted twig
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on the family tree. Let us investigate Manuel Armijo's status in
his youth, as revealed in the records of the county where he grew
to manhood.
The records of Bernalillo County for the first three decades of
the nineteenth century show unequivocally that the sons and
daughters of Vicente Ferrer Armijo were far from poverty-stricken.
They were all landowners, given the respectful titles of don and
dona which apparently still had significance, for many others in
the records were not accorded this honor. On August 23, 1805,
don Francisco Armijo bought a fourth part of the land fronting
on his Casa de Armijo for a fat cow, a fanega of maize and six
pesos. On March I, 1807, don Manuel Armijo made his first recorded appearance as a landowner selling Cristobal Pacheco I 10
varas of land in the Villa of Albuquerque for 110 pesos. On April
24, 1808, don Francisco Armijo bought a piece of land in Albuquerque measuring 500 varas square for 85 pesos. And on
October 15, 1812, don Ambrosio Armijo mortgaged his Rancho
San Antonio inherited from his parents to don Francisco Xavier
Chavez for three years for the sum of 300 pesos of stamped silver
at an annual interest of 15 pesos.20
How do we know these men and the woman Isadora were siblings? On June 21, 1813, don Manuel Armijo and don Ambrosio
Armijo appeared before the alcalde stating that they inherited
from the estate of their father, don Vicente Armijo, 59 varas of
land each, in the place called Jorion in the Villa of Albuquerque,
as their part in the distribution made to don Vicente's children,
which they now sell to their brother don Francisco Armijo for 38
pesos, 40 reales in stamped silver. The I 18 varas of land they sold
were bounded on the west by the Rio del Norte, on the east by the
mountains, on the north by land of "their brother Juan," and on
the south by land of "their sister Isadora."21
.
The public records also show that Manuel Armijo was not an
isolated genius born to poverty and illiteracy who taught himself
to read and write. His brothers were also literate and distinguished
men. The office of alcalde of Albuquerque, which required
literacy and brought no salary, was dominated by Manuel Armijo
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and his brothers. Francisco held the position in 1820, Juan in
1823, Manuel in 1825, Vicente in 1827, Ambrosio in 1828,
Manuel in 1830, Ambrosio in 1831 and again in 1834, and so
on. 22
Manuel Armijo was not, therefore, of low and disreputable
parents, and if he stole sheep, it must have been as a prank, certainly not to provide the foundation of his fortune. A determination of this fact may lead to better understanding not only of this
remarkable governor but of his detractors, mainly Kendall, whose
writings have undeservedly been credited as reliable sources for
his biography.
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THE DUKE INDIAN ORAL HISTORY COLLECTION AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

RICHARD N. ELLIS

IN 1967 Miss Doris Duke of New. York generously granted funds to
several major universities to inaugurate programs in American Indian
oral history. Miss Duke recognized that Indian accounts of their own
history were generally unavailable and that American Indian history was
told through the eyes of white observers. She realized also that the Indian
people relied heavily on an oral tradition and that their history was
passed down with great accuracy by word of mouth. Her goal was to
create regional archives of the oral traditions of the Indian people. The
Universities of New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Oklahoma, Illinois, and
South Dakota received funds from 1967 to 1972 while the University of
Florida has been funded for the past two years. Professor C. Gregory
Crampton, director of the Doris Duke Project at the University of Utah,
has provided leadership as coordinator of the various programs.
The staff of the Duke Project included faculty members and graduate
students from the University of New Mexico and other institutions, some
undergraduates, and individuals from several Indian. tribes. Historians,
anthropologists, and experts on the subject of Indian education were
involved, and ,the interviews reBect a wide range of interests and, like
most oral history materials, they vary in quality, but the overall value of
the recordings is great.
Although the Duke Collection includes interviews with Indians from
California, Montana, Washington, Alaska, and the Northwest Territory
of Canada, the bulk of the material concerns the Navajos and the New
Mexico Pueblos. There are interviews from most Pueblos, but Santo
Domingo is not represented and other pueblos are the subject of only a
few recordings. The Duke Projects at the Universities of Utah and
Arizona have also conducted field work among the Pueblos. Utah inherited an ongoing project at Zuni and has gathered a large amount of
useful data. The Duke archive at the University of New Mexico has a
substantial collection on Isleta and Laguna and smaller collections on San
Juan, Santa Ana, and Taos.
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It was the policy of the Duke project to seek information on a wide
range of subjects, and interviews with members of the various Pueblos
reflect this. Field workers understood that while certain subjects might be
of special interest, a primary goal of the project was to provide an archive
for the Indian people. Therefore topics that were important to the
informants form a valuable part of the record of the Indian past.
Interviews with Pueblo Indians include a large number of personal and
family histories which also provide insights into subjects such as economic
activities, military service, off-reservation schooling at institutions such as
the Bureau of Indian Affairs school at Carlisle, the development of the
All Indian Pueblo Council, and the recent controversy regarding Blue
Lake, a sacred area of the Taos Indians. POSSibly the most important information pertains to land and water, because numerous land and water
cases involving the Pueblos remain to be adjudicated. Much of the land
and water testimony was collected by Dr. Florence Hawley Ellis of the
Anthropology Department of the University of New Mexico in order to
strengthen the legal position of the Pueblos. She has gathered descriptions
of land boundaries, land ownership and usage, early irrigation and current irrigation practices.
Other interviews deal with familiar subjects such as the Pueblo Revolt,
relations with the Spanish, the kidnapping of Indian children by the
Spanish, buffalo hunting, and definitions of the duties of various Pueblo
officials. Critical appraisals of the 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act are
included, along with opinions regarding hippies, the Red Power Movement, and the Indian occupation of Alcatraz. Approximately twenty tapes
are devoted entirely to the recently settled Taos Blue Lake question. These
interviews include governmental and tribal opinions and are supported by
a collection of related documents from various agencies.
At present there are 338 tapes totaling approximately 825 hours, and
6,4°0 pages of transcripts on Pueblo history and life. Forty-eight recordings deal with Laguna, and of these twenty-nine resulted from interviews with Mrs. Suzie Marmon, who is now ninety-one years of age.
Mrs. Marmon attended Carlisle Institute in the 1890'S, became a school
teacher and married into the economically powerful Anglo Marmon
family living in the Laguna area. She has always been interested in the
history of Laguna· Pueblo, and although much of her account is autobiographical, there is a great deal of material on Marmon family
economic activities and other subjects. The history of the Laguna Scouts,
a militia unit that participated in the military campaigns against the
Apaches in the 1870'S and 1880'S, is important.
Interviews on Navajo history total 412 and cover a broad range, from
oral traditions from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to com-
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mentary on events of the 1970's. There are descriptions of relations with
the Spanish and the United States governments and with other tribes, as
well as accounts of warfare with the Utes and Comanches. There is
considerable emphasis on the Long Walk and on tribal legends and
stories. The Navajo roundup by Colonel Kit Carson in 1863-1864 and the
Long Walk to Fort Sumner in th~ Pecos Valley, where the Navajos were
confined until 1868, is a central event in Navajo history. Numerous
accounts of these events have been handed down by word of mouth for
generations. Many have been recorded, and provide a useful source to
use in conjunction with Army and Bureau of Indian Affairs documents
from the period. They provide descriptions and assessments of the activities of leading Navajos, such as Manuelito, and Jesus Arviso, a Mexican
captive of the tribe who eventually became interpreter for the U.S.
government, and the Navajos at Fort Sumner. Tribal animal stories account for a relatively large body of material, and occasionally we have
variations of the same stories from different parts of the Reservation.
In addition, the Duke Collection houses a body of information regarding
recent Navajo history and economic activity, including opinions about the
stock-reduction program of the 1920'S and 1930'S, Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier and the Indian New Deal, and practices, of
traders on the Reservation. There are some recordings of chapter meetings
and information regarding activities of the Office of Navajo Economic
Opportunity and Community Action Programs. One collection of ap'
proximately thirty-five tapes deals entirely with the daily life of a Navajo
family near Tuba City, Arizona. This study provides descriptions of
seasonal and daily activities of various members of the family, agricultural
methods, herding, butchering techniques, and education.
In recent years there have been several major developments in Indian
education in the Southwest. The Rough Rock Demonstration School, on
the Navajo Reservation, run by the Indians, has pioneered in developing
new educational materials and has become a model for changes in Indian
education. The Navajo Community College, established in 1969, has
pioneered in higher education. These institutions have justly attracted
national attention, and administrators and staff members have been
interviewed for the Duke Project.
Members of the Navajo tribe have also become involved in important
legal and constitutional cases, largely through the activity of the controversial DNA (Dinebeiina Nahiilna Be Agaditahe), a legal aid society
funded by the Federal government. Efforts of the DNA to protect the rights
of Navajos have, on occasion, aroused the opposition and antagonism of
members of the white community. The Duke Project, therefore, has not
only interviewed staff members ·of DNA and obtained copies of material
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from their files, but has also recorded the views of non-Indians, such as
Gallup city officials.
The Duke Project also has smaller collections from more distant regions.
For example, there is material on the Northern Diegueno and Desert
Cahuilla, tribes from the Mission Indian group of Southern California,
the Clallam and Yakima of Washington state, Alaskan Eskimos and
Indians, and the Blackfeet, Flathead, Crow, and Northern Cheyennes of
Montana. Anthropologist Dennis Stanford, now of the Smithsonian Institution conducted an archeological dig near Point Barrow, Alaska, during
the summer of 1968 and collected forty-eight hours of taped interviews
which include family histories, accounts of tribal migrations and life
patterns, hunting methods, trading, and descriptions of artifacts and
their use.
Joel Bernstein and Alfonso Spang of the University of Montana have
utilized interested Indian students from that institution to work with the
Montana tribes. Spang, a Northern Cheyenne, was director of the Indian
Studies Program at the University of Montana and is currently Superintendent at the Northern Cheyenne Reservation. Together with the students, Spang and Bernstein collected a large body of valuable material
which includes views of important Indian leaders, such as Earl Old
Person, a Blackfoot, who was formerly President of the National Congress
of American Indians, and accounts of Indian-white relations in the late
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. An important portion of this collection deals with missionary activity among the Montana tribes.
Miscellaneous tapes resulted from important meetings held in the Albuquerque vicinity. The New Mexico Tribal Economic and Social Development Seminar, the annual Navajo Education conference, the Indian
Community Action Program-Headstart Conference, and the National
Indian Education Conference, all extremely important sources of Indian
views on current issues, especially in the areas of education, government
policies, and economic development. There are also some interviews with
such divergent groups as Bureau of Indian Affairs officials and participants
in the occupation of Alcatraz Island.
The interviews collected by the Duke Project have been transcribed,
edited, corrected, and retyped. They have been numbered and filed
chronologically. A guide describing each interview will be published and
a subject index is being prepared. The entire collection of tapes and
transcripts will be housed in the Coronado Room in Zimmerman Library
at The University of New Mexico where they will be available for use
by interested scholars and by the Indian people.
An extensive collection of documentary material on various aspects of
Indian history will eventually be added to the collection. The documents
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have been carefully selected from a variety of archival sources. Some come
from government agencies such as the Southern Pueblo Agency in Albuquerque and the Forest Service, an institution involved in the Blue Lake
controversy. Others come from Bureau of Indian Affairs records in the
National Archives, Washington, D.C., and eight regional Federal Records
Centers. Others were collected from such depositories as the Henry E.
Huntington Library, the Universities of Oregon and Washington, and
the Minnesota Historical Society. The Duke Collection was also fortunate
in being able to obtain copies of' the records of the Gallup Inter-Tribal
Indian Ceremonial and material from the files of the DNA.
The extensive collections of Indian material at The University of New
Mexico and the other institutions is a tribute to the vision of Miss Duke.
Nl?vertheless, most of the long story of the Indian past in the United
States remains unrecorded. The thousands of pages of primary material in
the New Mexico Duke Collection just begin to describe the history of
Southwestern tribes. Similar oral history projects organized at the tribal
level might well be more thorough and more successful and may revise
existing accounts. American Indian history has been written almost entirely from documents written by non-Indian observers. Now more Indian
sources from the oral traditions are available, and the New Mexico Duke
Collection includes a selection of such material. There are 982 recordings
comprising approximately 2,000 hours of taped interviews.
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THE MEN OF CAJAMARCA: A SOCIAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF THE
FIRST CONQUERORS OF PERU. By James Lockhart. Austin and London:
The University of Texas Press, 1972. Pp. xviii, 496. Map, index. $10.00.
FRANCISCO PIZARRO and his small band who made the Inca Atahuallpa captive at Cajamarca in 1532 were not only first conquerors of Peru, but were
also a vital element in shaping the Spanish society that emerged in the
new land. It is with relation to this latter role that Professor Lockhart
treats of the men of Cajamarca, both as individuals and as a group, in
this intensive study through which he continues his deep inquiry into the
origins and early evolution of Spanish society in Peru. In this work he has
provided a valuable companion to his Spanish Peru, 1532-1560, published
in 1968.
Deriving from exhaustive research in Peruvian and Spanish archives,
the volume is divided into two complementary and mutually supporting
parts. The first is devoted to detailed analysis of group characteristics and
patterns, and the second to brief biographies of the men of Cajamarca, from
highest to lowest rank. As Professor Lockhart points out, the volume thus
embraces two traditional approaches to the study of early Spanish immigration to the New World, one the study of groups and group characteristics, and the other studies on outstanding figures or of men who participated in important events.
Professor Lockhart's carefully considered findings on these men of
Cajamarca as individuals and as a group are significant and enlightening.
His findings would also seem to apply basically to the other groups of
conquerors of Peru and adjacent regions.
Showing great diversity in social and regional origins, occupations,
status, and walks of life, from hidalgos to obscure plebeians, the men of
Cajamarca were, on balance, responsible, purposeful, capable, and determined, not mere adventurers. The core was composed principally of
worthy commoners led by a substantial minority of hidalgos of modest
rank. A common driving motivation was attainment of a seigneurial type
of life for themselves and establishment and perpetuation of a position
of honor and wealth for their families. They did not move from one place
to another out of sheer restlessness, but tended to settle in one place once
they had achieved a satisfactory personal position. Conquerors turned
colonists acted responsibly, in the main, to protect what they had gained
and pass it on to their families. As citizens of the municipalities in which
they resided they participated fully in civic activities, many holding places
of honor and authority.
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No essential element of Spanish culture was lost in the society in which
they played such an important role in founding in Peru, and into this society was fused a pattern of peculiarly New World attitudes, customs, and
values, along with an accompanying sense of identification with the Indies.
Always keeping in mind the special circumstances represented by the
great wealth and heavy native population of Peru, Professor Lockhart
avoids projecting the implications of his detailed findings too deeply into
other regions of the Spanish New World. He validly considers, however,
that the men of Cajamarca represent a good random sampling of Spanish
immigration to the New World of their time and that they were closely
akin to the conqueror-settlers of other areas. All operated within the
framework of established Indies tradition.
Readers will find Professor Lockhart's discussions and critiques of
sources and secondary works germane to his subject of interest and value.
They will also find of interest his observations concerning the acculturation approach toward explaining the evolution of a society such as that
which the Spaniards implanted in Peru.
As in his Spanish Peru, in this study of the men of Cajamarca Professor
Lockhart not only provides a thorough and reasoned analysis and exposition of the patterns and characteristics of early Spanish society in Peru,
but points the way for comparable studies in depth for other regions of
the Spanish New World.
Alexandria, Virginia

ROBERT S. CHAMBERLAIN

THE LIFE AND AnWN'l'URES OF JAMES P. BECKWOURTH. As TOLD TO
THOMAS D. BONNER. Introduced and with notes and an epilogue by
Delmont R. Oswald. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1972. Pp.
xiv, 649. Illus., index. $9.75.
THE AMERICAN FRONTffiR was not only filled with "larger than life
scenery" of an almost unbelievable variety, it also had many a ''larger than
life" human actor. Such a man is the subject of this newly edited version
of Thomas Bonner's life of James P. Beckwourth.
From 1807 to 1866 the western landscape was enlivened by Jim Beckwourth. His parentage bridging the racial barriers between slave and free
society, Beckwourth found his occupation in the thick lodgepole pine
forests of the Rocky Mountains. His often controversial exploits, including his adoption into the Crow Indian tribe, made him a legend in
his own lifetime. He seems to have been everywhere and to have seen
everyone. Historians, no less than his contemporaries, have frequently
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divided sharply not only on the truthfulness of his boasts in life, but even
on his later defense by their own fellow researchers.
The fact that Beckwourth has been the subject of other biographies does
raise the question as to whether or not students of the West really need
this volume. To many I am sure that it may well seem to be a considerable
waste to reprint an antique, "as told td' version of an already investigated'
subject. At the risk of seeming unduly pedantic,l would answer that we
do indeed need this present form of this often discredited work.
The value of this new edition stems from the excellent job the editor
has done in providing explanatory notes, and footnotes, to the original
Bonner text. Oswald knows his subject and has followed the often obscure
spoor of Beckwourth and Bonner into vales of new understanding about
both men. His resourceful scholarship has demonstrated that a good
portion of Beckwourth's testimony was accurate, though it also points up
many of the more glaring falsifications.
Another value to this new edition is that it once more makes readily
available to students of the American West a book which was important
in manufacturing the literary views of the fur trade which appear in the
later nineteenth century. Beckwourth's biography is one of the source
books to which m~ny writers of both fur trade history and fiction turned
in their quest for a little ready-made blood and thunder.
The major defects of this volume are those shared by other recent
reprints. A set of maps would have been of great assistance to those intent
on following Beckwourth's adventures, and particularly when trying to
fix the locations of places which no longer exist on modern maps. Even a
simple map tracing Beckwourth's wanderings as delineated in the text
would be helpful. The one map that is used, on page 599, to show the
location of Beckwourth Pass is helpful; but both the publisher and editor
should have cooperated to provide more geographical orientation.
One other place where the editor could have assisted the serious
student of Beckwourth's singular life would be by the inclusion of a
bibliography on Beckwourth. The Introduction which Oswald has provided is good, as is the footnoted Epilogue. One cannot believe that the
editor did not pile up a large, and probably the most comprehensive,
bibliography on his subject in the course of his investigations. Such
material would be useful and could have been presented in essay form.
The Introduction points out criticisms and some shifting currents of
opinion on Beckwourth, but it is valuable only if you wish to follow the
editor's reasoning. A full bibliography would at least place in the reader's
hands the material for constructing, if he desired, his own conclusions on
the subject.
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The above objections aside, Oswald has dime a most interesting job of
editing and investigating and one which many of our younger scholars
can use as a measure of their own efforts on such projects in the future.
Dwight D. Eisenhower Library

JOHN E. WICKMAN

THE ST. LOUIS-SAN FRANCISCO TRANSCONTINENTAL RAILROAD: THE
THffiTY-FIFTH PARALLEL PROJECT, 1853-189°' By H. Craig Miner.
Lawrence: The University Press of Kansas, 1972. Pp. xii, 236. IIIus.,
maps, app., bibIiog., index. $8.50.
THE HISTORY of the transcontinental railroads has received much attention,
but a detailed narrative of the effort to provide a route via the 35th parallel
to the Pacific Coast has been neglected until now. This book remedies that
neglect with a study of the individuals, groups, and corporations that sought
to develop this route over a period of four decades. The story is filled with
types familiar to students of nineteenth-century railroad developmentlocal promoters, city and town boosters, optimistic speculators, cautious
capitalists, fierce competitors, and agile lobbyists. Speculator-promoter John
C. Fremont, investment banker Joseph Seligman, and railroad magnates Jay
Gould and Collis Huntington are among those who play important roles.
The possibilities for building a raih::oad west from St. Louis engaged
Missourians' attention in the early 1850's. The state had chartered the
Pacific of Missouri in 1849, and its South-West Branch could presumably
tap a 35th parallel route west. A federal survey of that route was made in
1853 and was'followed by a Hurry of state-aided construction in Missouri.
In 1866 a federal land grant to the newly organized Atlantic and Pacific
Railroad, in which Fremont was a key figure, revived the dormant project.
As projected, the route was to run from St. Louis through southwestern
Missouri to Indian Territory (where Congress had promised the A & P
lands that the Indians had not yet surrendered), thence to Albuquerque,
Needles, Mojave, and on to the Pacific Coast. But it proved difficult to
realize this vision.
After two years, Fremont had to give up, and in 1869 the project attracted the attention of Joseph Seligman. He developed a plan of winning
San Franciscans' support, leasing the Pacific of Missouri, and using these
accomplishments to win support from eastern .capitalists. However, Seligman
encountered numerous obstacles, aggravated by the Panic of 1873. In 1875
the Atlantic and. Pacific was forced into receivership, emerging the follow-
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ing year in a close relationship with the newly formed St. Louis and San
Francisco. Some substantial progress was made until 188o, when Seligman
died; then the road became subject to new problems and new forces stemming from competitive railroad strategies.
The Frisco offered sufficient promise, as well as competitive threat, to
lead Jay Gould, now in control of the Pacific of Missouri (renamed Missouri Pacific), and Collis Huntington, intent on protecting the Southern
Pacific, to gain seats on the Frisco board. However, the A & P and the
Frisco allied themselves with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, which in
1887 used the A & P's Western Division between Albuquerque and
Needles, to gain access to California. Three years later the Santa Fe formally took over the Western Division, ending beyond doubt any possibility
for an independent trunkline route over the 35th parallel. The land
subsidy that Congress had bestowed in 1866 proved to be of comparatively
little value, and much of it was forfeited for failure to live up to the terms
of the grant.
Much of this story is one of "boomer" psychology and unwarranted expectations clashing with hard reality. Pursuit of personal ends by moneyor power-seeking individuals gives the story its life and goes far towards
explaining its outcome. H. Craig Miner has documented the 35th parallel
project's history from an impressive variety of sources. Because he has presented a complicated story in all its complexity, the presentation makes it
difficult at times to untangle the individual strands. Nevertheless, Professor
Miner has added importantly to our knowledge of the transcontinental railroad era and of the men who sought to turn it to their advantage.
University

of Maine at Orono

ARTHUR M. JOHNSON

DOCUMENTS OF SOUTHWESTERN HISTORY: A GUIDE TO THE MANUSCRIPT COLLECTIONS OF THE ARIZONA HISTORICAL SocmTY. Compiled
by Charles C. Colley. Tucson: Arizona Historical Society, 1973. Pp.
xxxii, 234. Illus., index. $20.00.
HERE is a key which opens a rich storehouse of source materials for the
understanding of the past not only of Arizona but the surrounding areas
of our Southwest and of northern Mexico. The wealth of manuscripts
and other historical documents held by the Arizona Historical Society
(until recently the Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society) has long been
known to historians, writers, and students of Western history. But until
now it has been necessary to journey to Tucson to understand its scope
and value.
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By comparison with many other state historical societies Arizona's is a
youngster as far as active collecting goes. However, through the. zealous
efforts of Mrs. George Kitt and its other recent directors its library has
become a treasury of Arizona and Southwest source material. That
.material is now described in this guide to the great profit of all. Each of
more than 800 collections is given a description, size, period covered,
brief information about the collector when appropriate, description of the
contents, and a note on availability of calendars and indexes. There is an
interesting historical introduction which sketches the background of the
society and its growth to its present maturity. Finally there is an extensive
index to persons, places, and things; however it should be noted (as the
introduction fails to do) that the extensive list of names of pioneers in the
Carl Hayden biographical files, the names of persons who were interviewed for the oral history program, and the long list of mines given in
the body of the guide are not repeated in the index.
Guides of this kind, of course, are out of date the day the manuscript
is sent to the printer, and one hopes that regular supplements will be
forthcoming, but for now scholars, writers and just plain' Southwest buffs
will be thankful for this Open Sesame that reveals a cave of gold.
.
University of Arizona Library

DONALD M. POWELL

SOLDIER IN THE WEST: LETTERS OF THEODORE TALBOT DURING HIS SERVICES IN CALIFORNIA, MEXICO, AND OREGON, 1845-53. Edited by Robert
V. Hine and Savoie Lottinville. Norman: The University of Oklahoma
Press, 1972. Pp. xxvi, 210. Illus., map, bibliog., index. $7.95.
By the editors' own admission Theodore Talbot's "short life affected his
times very little, if at all." Nevertheless, these letters to his mother and
sister are interesting and at times informative. He was involved in many
dramatic events of the middle nineteenth century, and he carefully recorded his impressions. Letters written during the years 1845-52 are included in this volume, and most of these deal with his military experience
in the American west. There is a short, ten-page introduction, as well as
separate comments preceding each of the five sections of the book.
The first two selections of letters pertain to the third expedition of John
Charles Fremont. This is perhaps the most significant part of the book.
On the march west Talbot was for a time in charge of the main body of
the expedition, and he left a fairly complete description of the route taken.
His accounts of hostilities in California are helpful, as they add to the
knowledge of this aspect of the Mexican War.
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Probably the least important sections of this study are those written
during 1848 and early 1849. It was in this period that Talbot first sailed to
Vera Cruz, and later to Oregon. His observations of Mexico, Brazil, Chile,
and Hawaii are as interesting as those of many nineteenth-eentury
travelers. Undoubtedly, the editors included these letters to help illustrate
the young soldier's personality. However, they add little relevant to the
role of the army in the West.
The last part of the book is the longest. It covers a period of two and
one-half years during which Talbot served in Oregon. This represents a
significant part of the study. Through his comments, it is possible to gain
insights into the constructive role of the military in the peacetime development of the American West.
It is difficult to assess the value of a work such as this. Certainly, some
of the letters are important and most are interesting. However, I do not
believe that this alone justifies their publication in a book-length study.
Many of the letters are actually peripheral to any central theme. Perhaps
the more significant ones could have been incorporated into a study of a
broader scope.
There is a continual parade of names throughout the book. For this
reason, the editors have supplied useful biographical information, as well
as an excellent twenty-page index. For its part, the University of Oklahoma
Press has produced a handsome volume marred only by a serious printing
error on page 82.
University

of Albuquerque
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